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Want to see a pinhead 

47 feet wide? 

The head of a pin would appear about 47 feet wide if 

examined under this instrument. It’s an electron probe 

microanalyzer—the first to be used industrially in this 

country. U. S. Steel research teams use it to get a better 

look at the microstructure of new types of steel. In this 

way, they gather more information about the factors 

affecting steel quality and performance. 

Research like this is typical of U. S. Steel’s leadership 

in the production of better steels for the wonder products 

of tomorrow. 
USS is a registered trademark 
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What would you like to do? Help design a During the past ten years Phillips has ex- 

fractionation unit? Develop a new fertilizer? panded tremendously. Many important new 

Perhaps construct a new polyethylene reac- developments are still in the making. So 

tor ... or work on an improved octane num- when the Phillips representative comes to 

ber system? this campus, be sure to arrange for an inter- 

Petroleum chemistry is important at view. Meanwhile, write to our Technical 

Phillips . . . but so are gasoline refining, ura- Manpower Division for your copy of our lat- 

nium processing, pipe line design, oil geology est brochure, “Career With A Future’. 

and exploration, research and the dozens of 

other activities which are essential to Phillips 
iversifi ‘otis. id D. R. McKeithan, Director 

aie ane de niet ig sae © lings Technical Manpower Division 
se: ee 10n oO Pessi Muitles avaliable In ese at PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY 

various specialties enables you to choose a 6. Bartlesville, Oklahoma 

career that matches your education and in- 6 

terests. 
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It takes engineering imagination to design and develop practical applications for the 

many recent technological advances. Applying the principles of multiplier and 

divider circuits, as found in digital computers, to the determination of accuracy in 

watthour meters — our engineers have designed and built an automatic error com- 

puter. Use of this computer has increased individual production in testing of watt- 

hour meters to approximately 250 units per day. The installation is one example y Pp y 

of the dividends resulting from Wisconsin Electric Power Company’s policy of 

performing its own design and development work. 

¥ ‘ a tp . 
We’re looking for men with qualities like these! 

This policy also results in dividends for the young engineer. 

Even with skill, foresight, imagination and judgment, a per- 

j , son must find a receptive environment to enable him to 

Lh *S exercise and develop these qualities. At Wisconsin Electric 

. Q Power Company you will find such an environment. You will 

\ have a chance to use your engineering skills in a wide variety 

i) of fields — electrical, mechanical, civil, chemical, statistical, 

P . . . 4 research, sales, administrative, etc. 

Demands for our services are so great that our current ex- 

S\ wedlgmenl, pansion program anticipates the doubling of our facilities 

within a 10 year period. We invite you to grow with us. What- 

GA \\ ‘ ever your work may be, it will be worthy of achievement and 

will bring with it the material rewards which accompany 

success. 

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. 

Milwaukee, Wis. Appleton, Wis. Racine, Wis. 
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ato ae 2 J. ve 4 see i E/ c?? 

MF) ge ee A singularity in a field? theca iz | | Had 4 % > _ _ A ratio of accelerations? 
Yih eo a How is it held together? 
C 4 oC oe _ Is there a region of anti-matter _—rr— - _ : oe _ - extant in the cosmos? 

a a 2 . _ 
_ “4 a - . a The nature of matter is important 
_ oo ] to Allison because energy conver- 
2 = 2 _ sion is our business and matter is i 3 os : _ 1 convertible to energy. Thus, we have 

‘eo oo _ 4 i a deep and continuing interest in 
_ eo 2 : matter in all its forms. 

L 2 - a : _ : Basic to our business is an intimate 
, “ _ knowledge of every form of matter 

4 2 _ : | — solid, liquid, gaseous. We search 
Lo 7 : ee | for this knowledge to increase the 7 iF : - u effectiveness with which we accom- a . a \ plish our mission — exploring the 

. 7 needs of advanced propulsion and a es ee Peep ulsion ane 2 
weapons systems. 

e vt Want to know about YOUR opportunities on 
a / the Allison Engineering Team? Write: Mr. R. C. 

. . . 4 Smith, College Relations, Personnel Dept. Energy conversion is our business e 

l 

“ Division of General Motors, 

Indianapolis, Indiana 
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S 1 Zi joined Westingh in 1955 

developi issile guid t 
At 27, Samuel E. Zimmerman, a 1955 BSEE graduate Westinghouse. You can, too, if you’ve got ambition > > 8 8 > > J g 
of the University of North Dakota, is already well on and you’re a man of exceptional ability. Our broad 2 y ¥ Pp vi 
his way in an exciting career in defense electronics. product line and decentralized operations provide a 
Now at work in the Electronics Division in Baltimore diversity of challenging opportunities for talented y ging Opp 
on the ground guidance and control system for the engineers. Guided missile controls, atomic power, auto- 
advanced BOMARC missile, he’s principally concerned mation, radar, semiconductors, and large power equip- 
with the development of special purpose computers ment are only a few of the fascinating career fields to 

and helped to design the error detection and logic sys- be found at Westinghouse. 
tems for a new transistorized computer-tracker. Why not find out now about the opportunities for 

Most important, Samuel Zimmerman is doing exactly you at Westinghouse? Write to Mr. L. H. Noggle, West- 
what he wants to be doing. Since completion of the West- inghouse Educational Center, Ardmore & Brinton 
inghouse Student Training Course, he has submitted Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pennsylvania. 
four patent disclosures, one of which resulted in a 
cash award; and he’s now preparing two more. In addi- ‘i 
tion, he has completed a year of graduate work on wave you CAN BE SURE...IF ITS 
theory and analog computers toward a Master of e 

Science degree at the University of Maryland under Westi n house 

the Westinghouse Graduate Study Program. 

Samuel Zimmerman is one of many talented young 
engineers who are finding rewarding careers with WATCH “WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL - DESI ARNAZ SHOWS” 

CBS TV MONDAYS 
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Why Lockheed — She. eS ai) OU |. 

Lockheed’s leadership in aircraft is continuing in missiles. The Missile | 3 ot 4 j , _. 
Systems Division is one of the largest in the industry and its reputation a 4 2 r ¥ | 
is attested by the number of high-priority. long-term projects it holds: 8 a 7 a a 

7 5 . : as fF. eo the Polaris IRBM, Earth Satellite, Kingfisher (Q-5) and the X-7. - _ a : aw ps " Z : z oe a To carry out such complex projects, the frontiers of technology in all ee _ a ' : . a ee (oO areas must be expanded. Lockheed’s laboratories at Sunnyvale and 2. ' a’ 
Palo Alto, California, provide the most advanced equipment for research “fF | sire 4 2 
and development, including complete test facilities and one of the ee oe ig Mla aa | 
most up-to-date computing centers in the nation. Employee benefits ae Yi ig 
are among the best in the industry. ba Behe ‘ 

For those who qualify and desire to continue their education, the ee. ae aa Ae . eg m gy “ 
Graduate Study Program enables them to obtain M.S. or Ph.D degrees sty Pee 
at Stanford or the University of California, while employed in their ee ee en : 
chosen fields at Lockheed. wee : a 

Lockheed Missile Systems Division was recently honored at the first ea ee ee ay 
National Missile Industry Conference as “the organization that ee ee ; -* 
contributed most in the past year to the development of the art of a - as 
missiles and astronautics:” : ee 5 

For additional information, write Mr. R. C. Beverstock, College ry eee 
Relations Director, Lockheed Missile Systems Division, : a 
Sunnyvale , California. . ae 7 

/ c : Oe ee Lockheed / issiue sysTEMS DIVISION ee ee 
SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO, VAN NUYS, SANTA CRUZ, VANDENBERG AFB, CALIFORNIA ages" 

CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA * ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO arn ; 
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Perhaps a little known fact is the alarmingly ‘There are many indications pointing to a long- high percentage of senior engineering students term, strong demand for engineers. It is also a who drop from school and never receive a de- hopeful sign that more of the nation’s youth are gree. Figures for the University of Wisconsin indicating an interest in engineering.’ 
are mi pyeiable Ee writing, but, for In discussing the sputnik scare, Rettaliata said, is cas incerin “tell be the zai Side” for some science has not failed America. We have proved ‘eas, or ‘another y y that we have the know-how, but it will not be Te80) , enough to be second best in an age of intercon- A few months ago President John T. Rettaliata _ tinental missiles and nuclear weapons.’ of Illinois Institute of Technology delivered an Sed : . : Citing the importance of encouraging scien- address to the board of trustees of that school on i : : : tific and technological talents, he warned that this subject. An excerpt from a news release cov- | : 5 : : is We must not neglect other fields of learning ering that address is reprinted below and is : e S enteredias euest editorial material tkieanonith which contribute to the development of the Was Bue! ° : broadly-educated people needed to deal with “In his report to the board at the Chicago the complex world of today. 
alah a5 ae ie numer of evant tues ner ‘We must strive to produce graduates who egrees has deen heading downward since 1951, have broad concepts and understanding of their ‘This is a loss the nation can ill afford, particu- social, as well as professional, responsibilities.’ 
ee m engmeenng aT tae Retietate We concur with President Rettaliata, but, for 
oF a. very Survive. ae ue and Mech, Me 3 al the solution to the problem of “dropping” sen- pen ence , our scientiic and technologica iors, it would seem that, since the students have competence. finished three years of college in a demanding The educator attributed the loss of senior stu- curriculum, there should perhaps also be “a dents to lack of funds, changes in curriculum, strengthening of college programs to challenge inadequacy of grades and the attraction of favor. the minds of students and create in them the abil- able job opportunities in industry. To remedy _ ity to think and the desire to learn.” Perhaps the the situation, he called for ‘a strengthening of drudgery of the curriculum, the great number of high school programs to challenge the minds of required courses that are taught and received students and create in them the ability to think with the attitude “Oh, well, we have to go and the desire to learn’ through with this mess, but I’m sure nothing 

; ‘ ill yained by it,” as well as the tre- However, he emphasized that ‘America should much will be gained by it,” as we pe as Bsa : ; : mendous demands placed on one’s time are not imitate the Russian education system which . : 5 : . " : ae somewhat to blame for some fellows finally giv- tends to create an intellectual elite. : : : ing up on the whole affair and maybe the educa- ‘Our goal at all levels must be to educate prop- tors should concentrate on the University level erly in both quality and quantity. as well as the high school indoctrination. 
JANUARY, 1959 9
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A model of a planned highway, interchange. 

by Ed Allen 

In a determined effort to eliminate the highway accident 

problem and to provide a network of highways for defense, 

plans have been made for a national system of super-roads. 

Y 1975, at a cost of 27.75 bil- all cities of 50,000 or more popula- __ the huge 13-year highway program. 

lion dollars, the entire nation tion, bringing to motorists in every These standards state that Inter- 

will be crisscrossed by a net- state quicker, easier, safer, and less state System roads and streets must 

work of 41,000 miles of “super- costly travel. be designed for the volumes and 

roads” to be known as the National Standards for the 41,000 mile In- _ weights of traffic expected in 1975. 

System of Interstate and Defense  terstate System were adopted last How does a highway engineer 

Highways. The system will connect July, a month after passage of the design a road for 17 years hence? 

42 state capitals and 90 percent of legislation which set into motion The adopted standards tell him 
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many of the minimum features a Curves will be gentle and the high- cluding stops, was about 57 miles 
road must have to qualify for Fed- ways built on wide right-of-way so per hour. For 800 miles they en- 
eral Funds. These minimum fea- that the driver will have safe sight countered not one traffic light or 
tures are calculated to give the saf- distance at all times. All but a few crossroad. The last 15 miles, in con- 
est, sturdiest, and most convenient thousand miles of the network will trast, were driven over city streets, 
roadways ever built. Although the be divided highway, four or more at an average of 20 miles per hour. 
purpose of the system is partly lanes wide. Passing will be no Motorists will save money as well 
military, the individual motorist problem. as time on these roads—at least one 
has been kept in mind. Interstate System highways are cent per mile. This saving will re- 

On Interstate System highways, being designed for speeds of 70 sult from reduced gasoline con- 
a motorist will be able to drive miles per hour in flat land, 60 mph — sumption, reduced mechanical and 
from coast to coast without a stop- in rolling country, and 50 mph in tire wear, and lower insurance 
light. There will be no intersections mountainous areas and in cities. rates. 
with side roads. Connecting high- They will cut hours from driving Far more important than savings 
ways will be brought into the main time. For example, in December of of time and money is the saving in 
highway by means of interchanges, 1956, a New York Times reporter human lives to result from comple- 
and railroads and major highways —and_ his wife traveled from the tion of the Interstate System. The 
will cross above or beneath the heart of Manhattan to the Chicago — Automotive Safety Foundation esti- 
traffic stream on overpasses or Loop, a distance of 857 miles, in mates conservatively that the de- 
underpasses. 15 1/2 hours, utilizing the New Jer- sign standards adopted for the net- 

Interstate System highways will sey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and In- — work will save at least 3,500 lives 
in general be two separate, one- diana Turnpikes, highways approx- and decrease injuries by more than 
way roads, divided by median  imating present Interstate System 100,000 each year. 
strips at least 36 feet wide, except standards. They never exceeded One of the most important safety 
in cities and mountainous terrain. speed limits and stopped five times features of these highways is the 
Headlight glare will be greatly re- for food, gasoline, and rest. Yet little-known “Control of access.” 
duced and head-on collisions al- they made the trip 3 1/2 hours — This means control over the num- 
most impossible. Rural sections will faster than some trains, and 30 _ ber and location of entrances to the 
have hard shoulders at least ten minutes faster than a crack New — main highway. A study conducted 
feet wide, for safe off-the-road York-Chicago streamliner! by the United States Bureau of 
emergency stops in any weather. This trip indicates time savings Public Roads showed that where 

Except in mountainous terrain, possible on roads of Interstate sys- access to the highway was fully 
the Interstate System will have no tem design. Average speed for the controlled, accident deaths aver- 
hills steeper than a shallow grade. first 842 miles of the journey, in- (Continued on page 42) 
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Under construction are five “over-the-tollway” restaurants to serve Illinois’ 187-mile tollway. The unique restaurants give 

diners an overhead view of the traffic flowing beneath them, cut land and construction costs, and are more efficient to operate than 
conventional “twin” restaurants. 
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Cation Captivat 

by John Holms Che’59 

Metal ions often cause considerable trouble in a process. The addi- 

tion of a cation captivator or sequestering agent “masks” the 

activity of the ion in the reaction and renders the ion harmless. 

ATION captivators, or so occur commonly in nature. Salts of they counteract even trace impuri- 
C called sequestering agents, ethylene diamino tetraacetic acid ties by capturing the metal ions in 

are becoming increasingly im- (EDTA) and its related com- _ stable, soluble complexes, which no 
portant to the chemical industry. pounds are of the amino acid type longer are able to interfere with the 
These agents are used to alter or and are the most commonly used process. 
mask the chemical or biological ac- of the organic agents. Condensed The term “chelation” is often 
tivity of metal ions in numerous polyphosphates are the most widely used to describe the reaction of 
types of reactions. A trace of cal- used inorganic sequestering agents. © EDTA with metal ions. Chelation 
cium in the diet may be a wonder- When a metal ion is causing is the formation of a stable ring 
ful and needed thing, but the same trouble in a process, it must be in- structure with a metal ion so that 
amount of calcium in your sham- — activated. An easy way to do this it no longer has properties of a 
poo would be noticed as a curd at is by the addition of a sequester- metal ion. EDTA works well be- 
the bottom of the bottle. A few ing agent. Used in small amounts, cause the atoms are spaced at con- 
parts per million of certain dis- venient distances and angles to 
solved ions can cause soap to turn form a most stable chelate ring. 
rancid, inactivate enzymes, promote o The molecule of EDTA has six 
clouding of wines, even embrittle C atoms which can attract a metal 
rubber. The chemical industry finds f IC H ion. This property allows it to grip 
sequestering agents indispensable H O H- a metal ion in one or more chelate 
in a host of processes: preparation a a i \ rings at a time. A newly developed 
of soap, purification of water, an- C Cow. product, “Perma Kleers,” forms 
alytical work, pharmaceuticals, and (4 H N—~ water soluble chelates which are 
ion exchange processes are but a 0 ae wd said to be more stable than those 
few. (Fe) ) of EDTA. 

Sequestering agents are classified 7 ag H-C-Fl Since trace metals catalyze the 
as organic and inorganic. The or- co | oxidation and deterioration of min- 
ganic agents of importance are the O H NV. eral oil and gasoline, oil soluble 
amino acids and the hydroxy car- ‘| cr) chelating agents have been devel- 
boxilic acids, while phosphates are 1 oped. These agents function in oil 
the most widely used inorganic se- H-C-H much like EDTA does in water 
questering agents. Citric, malic, solution. 
lactic and tartaric acids are of the EDTA sequestering Fe. Note the The exact mechanisms by which 
hydroxy carboxilic acid type and chelaterings gripping the iron ion. the hydroxy carboxilic acids se- 
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quester an ion are not thoroughly water conditioning. They not only pharmaceutical and food indus- 
understood. They may undertake a capture the metal ions present, but tries. Many medicinal uses have 
chelate type reaction, such as also potentiate the detergent action _ heen found for sequestering agents, 
EDTA undergoes to complex the of soap used with the treated water. such as decalcifying bones, dissolv- 
metal ions. The polyphosphates A sequestering process is usually ing kidney stones, removing heavy 
complex metals into soluble ions used only as a final step in water metals (such as lead and_pluto- 
which usually vary in composition conditioning because of the high nium) from the body, and as an 
and complexity. unit cost of material. anticoagulant and stabilizer of 

To better understand the reac- Because of a chelating agent’s whole blood. A chelating agent is 
tion of these agents with a metal property of being able to grasp one —_used in antibiotics because of the 
ion, a general equation is pre- metal and not another, they are one catalytic deterioration caused by 
sented. of the finest tools of the chemical trace ions. California wines utilize 
Ac + Mt 7 Cm + M,+ analyst. The analyst can use chelat- _a sequestering agent (Fessler’s com- 
Ac is the complexing agent, M,+ ing agents like forceps to pick a pound) to prevent the clouding of 
is the unwanted metal ion, Cm is specific ion out of a complex mix- wine by metal ions. Foods are made 
the resulting metal complex, and ture. A chelation process is charac- — more palatable and have longer 
M,* is the non-harmful metal ion. terized by an abrupt change in shelf life when they contain  se- 

. metal ion concentration, usually questering agents. 
Aids Soap Industry called an end point. This abrupt The clothes you wear every day 

The soap industry is the largest change can easily be detected by have met with sequestering agents 
user of sequestering agents. The established visual and instrumental in such processes as dying, mer- 
addition of a sequestering agent to techniques. In general, sequester- cerizing, and sanforizing. 
a soap renders harmless the ions, ing agents comprise the greatest Automobile tires are protected 
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—Photo Courtesy Calgon Company 
Powdered calgon for textile, paper and Calgon glass for threshold treatment, Crushed calgon for textile, paper and 
leather processing, water conditioning, scale prevention, corrosion control and leather processing, water conditioning, 
compounding with other chemicals. water conditioning. compounding with other chemicals. 

which would ordinarily forma curd part of the hundreds of organic re- from embrittlement with certain se- 
with the soap. Products like Surf agents used for metal analysis. questering agents. The deterioration 
and Tide are effective detergents Selective chelation in an ion ex- of crude rubber and latex is caused 
because of the large proportion of change column has become an im- by small amounts of manganese, 
sequestrants in their composition. portant method for recovering rare copper and iron which can be inac- 
Other desirable properties of soap earths from their ores. A large tivated with the application of the 
which are obtainable with seques- group of ions with similar proper- proper chelating agent. 
tering are longer shelf life, im- ties: can easily be separated. Soins of ‘the neweE uses: of dese 
proved water softening, and easier The electrochemical industry re- wompounds. singe Eom. liome: per: 
solublizing of protein and grease. cently has increased its use of : P —— liz _ = = Be 
EDTA can dissolve insoluble salts agents such as gluconic acid to manent neutralizes to cumspare nt - cee oo e i . ayers niin, wrapping clarifiers to a stabilizer of metals as well as prevent their complex impurities in plating and for some of the i advanced 
precipitation. This makes it useful cleaning baths. Also, similar agents a some of the more advanced 
for decontaminating radioactive are now being used as a reservoir rocket fuels. 
films which are insoluble to ordinary _ of metal ions to control the concen- From the chemist’s laboratory to 
soap and water. Also, “Calgon”, a tration of various plating solutions. the home and in every-day prod- 
chemical polyphosphate, improves A process for removing rust with ucts you use, the field of sequestra- 
the efficiency of commercial soap an EDTA compound has recently tion finds application. If a metal 
by removing radioactive contami- been patented by people in the — ion is causing trouble in any new 
nation. electrochemical industry. process, a cation captivator will 

The polyphosphates find a wide Not as evident, but as important probably be the best remedy. 
use as sequestering agents for a use of these compounds is in the THE END 
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For Peaceful Purposes and the Benefit coe Ln : 

of All Mankind The National Aeronautics eee a . 

and Space Administration Announces : : Fe 

its Authorization by the Congress ~ SS | 

of the United States | 
Sd 

To Direct and Implement U.S. Research Efforts 

In Aeronautics and the Exploration 

of Space 

“The aeronautical and space activities of the United discoveries which have value or significance to 

States shall be conducted so as to contribute materi- that agency; 

ally to one or more of the following objectives: (7) Cooperation by the United States with other 

(1) The expansion of human knowledge of phenom- nations and groups of nations in work done pur- 

ena in the atmosphere and space; suant to this Act and in the peaceful application 

(2) The improvement of the usefulness, performance, of the results thereof; and 

speed, safety, and efficiency of aeronautical and (8) The most effective utilization of the scientific and 

space vehicles; engineering resources of the United States, with 

(3) The development and operation of vehicles capa- close cooperation among all interested agencies 

ble of carrying instruments, equipment, supplies of the United States in order to avoid unnecessary 

and living organisms through space; duplication of effort, facilities, and equipment. ..’’* 

(4) The establishment of long-range studies of the ‘ ‘ / / . 

potential benefits to be gained from, the oppor- ete Be ee onalise and he iat of 

tunities for, and the problems involved in the . © 3 ationa we BENS: a pace a 1 net. 

utilization of aeronautical and space activities for cai SO Ea ea ne e or kek 2 our vie nie ra 

peaceful and scientific purposes; the eee a erate Acs, Bt ti are as uniimite! 

(5) The preservation of the role of the United States exSeOpe Ollie Orgamzation tise". 

as a leader in aeronautical and space science and 

technology and in the application thereof to the Please address your inquiry to the Personnel Direc- 

conduct of peaceful activities within and outside tor of any of the following NASA research centers. 

the atmosphere; Your inquiry will be answered immediately, and 

(6) The making available to agencies directly con- will be treated in the strictest confidence. 

cerned with national defense of discoveries that 

have military value or significance, and the fur- Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

nishing by such agencies, to the civilian agency Ames Research Center, Mountain View, California 

established to direct and control nonmilitary aero- Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 

nautical and space activities, of information as to High-Speed Flight Station, Edwards, California 

*Quoted from the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958. 

(Positions are filled in accordance with Aeronautical Research Scientist Announcement 61B) 

NA SA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
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The vortex tube is a refrigerating ments are underway in challenging, ENGINEERING AT GARRETT machine with no moving parts. Com- important work at AiResearch in | OFFERS YOU THESE ADVANTAGES: pressed air enters the vortex chamber _ missile, electronic, nuclear, aircraft ¢ An eight-month orientation pro- pictured here and spins rapidly down and industrial fields. gram is offered prior to permanent 
an attached tube. Pressure and te: Specific opportunities exist in sys» 288!8nment to help you aid us in : . . a P PP e y determining your placement from perature differences buildup, forcing tem electronics and servo control a variety of analytical or develop- cold air out one end and hot air out units; computers and flight instru. ment projects. 
the other. Requiring no maintenance, ments; missile auxiliary power units; e Intensified engineering is con- a large vortex tube developed by gasturbine engines, turbine and air ducted by small groups where AiResearch scientists and engineers motors; cryogenic and nuclear sys- individual us and co 
can be permanently sealed innuclear tems; pneumatic valves; industrial ™ent is quickly recognized provid- 

dh in ind bod ee ditioni q ins opportunity for rapid growth ae os as many uses in indus- turbochargers; air = itioning mn and advancement, 
tries with spot cooling prob ems. pressurization ; and cal transfer, e Advanced education is available Many such pioneering develop- including electronic cooling. through company financial assist- 

ance at nearby universities. 

THE és CORPORATION 3 -for full information write to Mr. G. D. Bradley 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 
DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES e AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX e AIRSUPPLY AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL @ AERO ENGINEERING © AIR CRUISERS © AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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This C Be Yi A 1S an be You... 

Carroll W. Boyce, B.S. in Business 

and Engineering Administration, M.I.T., today is a 

key managing Editor of FACTORY Magazine 

Assistant Editor; Associate Editor for editorial engineering journalism is a rewarding, satisfy- 

plans; Special Projects Editor. These steps up ing career to me.” 

the ladder have brought Carroll to his present If an editorial career, reporting on new busi- 

position of executive responsibility on McGraw- ness and industry developments, with the op- 

Hill’s FACTORY MANAGEMENT AND MAIN- portunity for advancement and a chance to 

TENANCE. 
become a leader in your profession, appeals to 

Carroll Boyce is the author of numerous arti- you, too—you’re the man we’re looking for! 

cles; guest lecturer at Graduate Schools of Engi- Send today for your copy of “Successful 

neering and professional societies, Consultant to Careers in Publishing at McGraw-Hill.” Or 

the Administrator, National Production Au- write and tell us about yourself, your achieve- 

thority; member, American Society of Mechani- ments and career goals. Write to: 

cal Engineers, the National Press Club and . 

other leading organizations. Peter J. Davies 

“During my four years at M.I.T.,” relates Assistant Editorial Director 

Carroll, “I was an editor of the Tech Engineer- McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc. 

ing News. I discovered that I enjoyed both 330 West 42nd Street, 

writing and engineering, so I decided to combine New York 36, N. Y. 

the two. Knowing that McGraw-Hill is the larg- 

est publisher of business magazines, I wrote a 

letter to the P i at “ ays 

° ter vo"wne Sersonne Department mB Ways Advertising Sales Opportunities, too! 

it was probably the most important letter of my 

life. I was hired! 
Excellent job openings also exist for 

“Since joining McGraw-Hill, I have bean able advertising sales careers on many of the 

to grow in professional stature; travel; partici- 34 McGraw-Hill publications, domestic 

pate in society activities; meet interesting peo- ani aicREETONSE Successful Careers 

ple; see nebulous concepts grow into accepted will give you the facts. 

technology. There’s no doubt in my mind that 

e 

e McGraw-Hill 
i _ wees 

ow pu BLICGCATIONS Care” 

Mc GRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC., 330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.7 
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What’s in a brain? Carroll (standing) gets an advanced briefing on the latest devel- 
opments in the Univac Electronic Computer from Charles Katz of Remington Rand. 
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F Air ToS 

by Roger G. Bensman 

The diesel engine finds use in almost all types of power 

production from aircraft to automotive to marine application. 

N THIS present day world, — crank shaft. (See figure 1.) These This temperature is about 400 to 
I diesel engines play an important are, respectively, 450 degrees F. 

role. They have applications for i. Indwetion: In part C, figure 1, the piston is 

power production in the marine, 2. Compression. shown near the top of its compres- 

stationary, motor vehicle, and air- 3. Combustion and expansion. sion stroke, the fuel valve being 
craft fields. 4. Exhaust. open and liquid hydrocarbon fuel, 

From its conception up to the such as Diesel oil, is sprayed into 

present, the diesel has enjoyed a In part A, of figure 1, the piston the combustion head under higher 
high degree of refinement. As such, is shown desending on its induc- pressures than those existing in the 
only those people directly con- tion stroke; pure air only is drawn cylinder itself. This fuel then ig- 
nected with the field are familiar into the cylinder. It will be ob- nites, being burned with the oxygen 
with the many details of design served that the inlet valve is open, of the highly compressed air. 

and operation. while the exhaust valve is closed. During the fuel injection period, 
The valves shown are of the over- the piston reaches the end of its 

Description of Operation head type, and can be operated by compression stroke and commences 
. : . . an overhead cam shaft, or by push to return on its third consecutive 
Since Diesel engines are made in rods and rocker-arms, as in modern stroke, the expansion stroke. Dur- 
a and horsepower, no gasoline engines. ing this stroke, D, the hot products 

tempt will be made to show a The next stroke of the piston is of combustion, consisting princi- 

diesel model. Instead, the discus- the compression, shown in B. Dur- pally of carbon dioxide, together 

ston includes descriptions of events ing this stroke, both the inlet and with the nitrogen left from the air 
in the cylinder itself, since these wxhaust valves remain closed and compressed, expand. forcine the 
vents are the same in all diesel en. haust valves remain closed and compressed, expand, forcing the 

BYCNES ALG UG SAMS May : the air previously drawn into the piston downwards. This is the only 

gies, independent of the size, tinder during the suction stroke is werking stroke of the cycle. 
number of cylinders, output, or compressed as the piston ascends During the expansion stroke, the speed. ce sed cas ‘the Dik as S. g the expansion stroke, the 

- The compression employed in mod- pressure falls from its maximum 
he diesel is an internal com- ern internal combustion engines combustion value, down to about 

bustion engine which depends Up- corresponds to pressures ranging 60 psi near the end of the stroke. 
on high pressures for ignition of its from 450 to 650 psi. Compression The exhaust valve then begins to 
air-fuel mixture. It differs signit- ratios range from 11:1 to 18:1 in open slightly before the piston has 
icantly from the internal combus- modern engines. reached its lowest point of travel, 

tion gasoline engine because its fuel As the air is compressed in the — and the exhaust gases are swept 

is ignited by compression in place cylinder, its temperature increases out en the following upward stroke 

of a spark plug. until, near the end of the compres- of the piston, as shown in E. The 
In the usual four-stroke cylinder, sion stroke, it becemes sufficiently exhaust valve remains open 

there are four working strokes dur- high to ignite any liquid fuel that threughout the whole of this stroke, 

ing two complete revolutions of the may be injected into the cylinder. and closes at the top of the stroke. 
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Combustion and it varies with oil type, Fuel Injection Pumps 

Of greatest importance in the de- compression temperature, and Two basic methods of fuel injec- 
sign of a high speed diesel is com- 2 other engine characteristics. tion are found on high speed diesel: 
pleteness of combustion. This prob- 5. Burning. The oil then burns Impulse injecti (jerk- ) as fast as it enters the cylinder, Purse uecnon, (Werkpump), lem overshadows other purely = In the jerk-pump system, sharp mechanical details, such as light- Due to the importance of oil-spray nosed cam rotates under the foot of 
ness and strength of framing, bal- diffusion, the idea of air movement the plunger working in the barrel 
ancing of crankshaft, and lubrica- in the cylinder has been extensively filled with oil, with a tube leading 
tion. Without a reasonable combus- developed. Air movement is ob- to the nozzle at the engine cylinder. 
tion efficiency, the power devel- tained by three methods. The rotation of the cam shaft at 
oped per gallon of fuel would be 1. Entrance swirl. Incoming air half engine speed brings the raised low, thereby eliminating the advan- is given a curvilinear path. portion of the cam into contact 
tage possessed by the theoretical 2. Piston swirl. The piston is with the pump plunger at a high 

diesel. given a concave head, which velocity. The effect on the plunger 
Combustion efficiency is desir- Causes: switling: action, and is similar to the result to a lever if 

able for a second reason. If a large hence, better mixing. given a sharp jerk, consequently, 
charge of fuel, injected into the 3. Turbulance chamber. This is the term “jerk-pump.” The motion 
cylinder, is not completely burned, #.ehamber above the cylinder given to the pump plunger raises 
the unburned portion will settle on usually in the head casing in the oil high enough to overcome 
the cylinder walls and piston, leav- which air ‘and fuel weer at spring pressure at the nozzle, and 
ing a sticky mass of carbon. This high velocities. forces oil into the engine cylinder. 
carbon will fill the space between a 4. Pre-combustion chamber. Hydraulic (common rail). In this 
piston ring and its groove, binding When the piston completes its case, there are two principle types the ring so that it no longer seals compression stroke, some of of injection. 
the piston against blow-by. Other the cylinder charge of air is 1. Variable valve lift with con- 

ne of the wen yee on = forced into the pre-combus- stant fuel pressure. exhaust valve seat and cause the . hamber : y a . 
valve to leak. This reduces com- aoe sheet vatinien Tee 2. Speak nelle lift with vari- 
pression to a point where the air cuts pre-ignition and stabilizes able pressure. 
temperature does not reach a high pressure. In both, injection is through a 
enough value during compression mechanically controlled valve, us- 
to ignite the next fuel charge. Fuel Injection Nozzles ing fuel stored under pressure in a 

From both an_ efficiency and The performance of diesel en- — Teceiver. 
mechanical standpoint, complete gines depends upon the condition When the former system is em- 
combustion is a requirement if a of the nozzles. If the valves are ployed, the fuel pressure must be 
diesel is to be successful. faulty, anything including pre-igni- kept constant under all conditions, 

tion, late burning, or faulty pres- any excess of delivery, as when 
Fuel Preparation and Combustion sure will result. running light, being by-passed. 
When a charge of fuel oil is in- All fuel spray valves may be di- In the second case, the fuel pres- 

jected into an engine cylinder, there vided into three classes. sure varies with the engine load, 
are several steps in the combus- Mechanically operated needle the fuel valve lift being constant. 
tion of the fuel and air. valves. Some diesels employ needle The advantage of this method is 

1. Atomization. This divides the valves of this type. The valve is a that only one Dump. 3s required, 
oil charge into as many fine needle which, when lifted by the even fora multiple cylinder engine, 
particles as possible. This al- cam mechanism, uncovers the or- _ that it for any reason there is § 
lows each fuel particle to find ifice into the cylinder. The oil is variation in the pump supply, it 
an oxygen particle. forced through the orifice by the — Will affect all the cylinders to the 

2. Dispersion. Fuel oil particles high pressure in the fuel header — Same extent. 
must be uniformly dispersed piping (from 4000 to 6000 psi.) 
through the chamber. Fuel Atomization of the oil depends Governors 
spread (dispersion) and pene- upon the velocity of the oil, which An engine is able to deliver 
tration are controlled by noz- is close to 800 fps. power in proportion to the amount 
zle design, injector-pump Open spray valves. This valve of fuel introduced in the cylinders. 
pressure, and air turbulence employs a pump to push oil through At a decrease in the load carried by 
in the cylinder. it and into the firing chamber. the engine, the amount of fuel in- 

3. Heating. The oil particles The nozzle can be provided with a _jected in each cycle, if not changed, 
must be heated up to a tem- check valve to prevent cylinder will be more than sufficient to 
perature high enough to per- gases from blowing back into the deliver the power needed under the mit self-ignition where oil oil pipe line. new condition. As a consequence, 
meets oxygen. Differential spring loaded valves. the engine would speed up and ex- 

4. Ingition. This occurs shortly This type of valve consists of a plode. Conversely, aban anereaseun 
after the first oil particle en- spray valve with a spring loaded __ !oad, the engine would slow down 
ters the cylinder. The time shut-off device. The valve provides and stop, for not enough fuel would 
interval is the ignition lag, excellent oil control. (Continued next page) 
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be introduced into the cylinder to pivots V until the resistance of the For a capacity of about 150cfm 

meet the increased load. The — springs V equals the centrifugal intended for use on a single-cylin- 

amount of fuel injected, then, must force developed by the weights. At der, four-cycle engine, such a unit 

be regulated in accordance with a change in speed, say, an increase, _ will occupy a rectangular space 

the load. This is commonly accom- the weights move outward to a new about 22 x 22 x 14 inches. 

plished by one of three types of position, but momentarily the in- Oil bath filters have received the 

governors: ertia of the weights offset the ten- widest application, especially for 

1. Jahns. dency to move. The governor thus the higher speed engines. The filter, 

2, Flyball. does not OYE at minute variation of which several designs are avail- 

3. Inertial-Centriugal. 7 speed, which makes for decided able, consists of a tank containing 

stability. oil and an upper compartment con- 

The Jahns governor. The two The three governors mentioned taining steel wool. 

weights A are guided in a radial represent the general types in use. When the cleaner is in operation, 
straight line perpendicular to the Engineers should appreciate that the dust-laden air enters through 

spindle, by _three rolls: c on the governors seldom give trouble as the center inlet whose lower end is 

lower surface sustaining the long as the parts are reasonably submerged below the oil level. As 

weights, and two rolls not shown oiled and the pins are well-fitted in ihe air enters, the oil is forced up- 

on the sides, resisting the force of their bushings. ward into the screen element which 

inertia, which would tend to keep woe . separates the oil from the air and 
the weight revolving at the same Air Filtration . 4 of. eae, TLS 

: : 2, : . — returns it to the oil reservoir. The 
rate as the engine. Therefore, the Dust, grit, or any foreign matter sudden reversal of air flow direc- 

governor increases: or decreases its carried into an oil engine during tion removes a large portion of the 

speed by am infinitesimal amount. the suction stroke or scavenging gust, which is blown to the bottom 
The centrifugal force of each period is one of the main causes of of the cup 

weight act directly upon its spring fouled valves and piston ring wear. ens 

so that all lever points are entirely Air filters are particularly advisable 5 ‘ 
: : ve ait . id uper-Charging 
free from any centrifugal or spring in power plants where dust and 
force. The amount of fuel injected grit are present. In such places Super-charging means charging 

is controlled by the change in the from .1 to 5.0 grains per 1000 feet the engine with air at a higher- 

length of springs. of air can be found. This amount than-atmospheric pressure. The 

The Jahns governor possesses the going through a 300hp engine, for pressure generally varies from 2-5 

following qualities: example, gives some conception of psi; in some cases it may reach 10 

a. Creat sensitivity. the amount of abrasive matter or even 30psi. There are two meth- 

1p, Latte cael: which will ultimately enter the — ods commonly used: 

é. High efficiency. engine. Filtration requirements 1. Positive displacement (Roots 

2 : may be listed as follows: type). 

The Flyball governor. This de- 1. Minimum of air resistance. 2. Centrifugal blower. 
nign embodies the principal of two 2. High efficiency. : 

weights suspended from a central 3. Ease of cleaning. Roots Type. This is primarily 

shaft by means of two links or arms. 4. Compactness. used on electro-motive engines and 

The shaft is connected by some 5. Moderate cost. many small engines. The action of 

means to the crankshaft. Its rota- Commercial air filters may be the blower is the same, regardless 

tion causes the weights to revolve divided into three classes: . of whether a four-or two-cycle en- 

in a horizontal plane at a distance 1. Dry. gine is used. 

below the point of suspension, de- 2. Impingement. One inherent characteristic of 

pending upon the engine speed in 3. Oil bath. this blower is of special importance. 

rpm. At an inerease in ae Dry filter. A typical filter is a star- Regardless of speed changes, this 

speed. the balls fly outward and shaped wire frame covered with type of blower delivers air in pro- 

upward. This changes the position felt. It is provided with a cylindri- portion to the operation speed so 

of a lever by which the fuel pump cal hood having louvres for air that the volume of air matches the 

is controlled. admission, the hood being fastened engine need at any speed. 

The Inertial-centrifugal governor. with a thumb nut to the suction Centrifugal Blower. As this is 

This is fitted on the engine crank- pipe. Such units are built for capa- less commonly used, only a short 

shaft. The design combines inertia cities from 15-250 cfm and can be __ reference will be made here. The 

and centrifugal action. Two weight assembled in special boxes holding principle is simple Air rotated in 

arms J are pivoted at V. at the 2-20 units, then giving a capacity a whirling squirrel-cage is blown 

outer ends the weights are con- up to 5000cfm, sufficient for a 1700 into the cylinder. Pressures similar 

nected by links X and Y toa cam hp engine. to the Roots type may be attained. 

on the engine shaft. This can con- Impingement filters are generally Refinements in diesels have made 

trol the time at which the fuel used on large diesel engines. They many variations of these general 

pump’s by-pass valve closes and consist of a frame fastened to a box ideas fact. Probelms in engine effi- 

also the amount of fuel reaching through which air is drawn into the ciency, speed governors, air filtra- 

the engine cylinder. engines. One or more of the box- tion, and supercharging form a cru- 

At any engine speed the weights walls may be replaced by such cial part of modern diesel engine 

move outward, swinging from the frames containing steel wool. design. THE END 
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On the right, shown following through on pre-flight Curt (BSME, UCLA, ‘53) joined Northrop Division 
checkout: Hydraulics Design Engineer Curt Coderre, during the summer between his junior and senior 
at 28, responsible for vital systems of the USAF T-38. _ years, stayed on to become a Northrop 5-year man. 

YOUNG ENGINEERS CREATE NEWS AT NORTHROP! 
Youthful engineers and scientists discover an ideal, crea- NORTHROP DIVISION 
tive work climate when they join Northrop—a growing 

aos . eee AO Creators of the USAF Snark SM-62, now 
organization headed by aggressive, forward-thinking XN CN operational with SAC. Currently active in 

management. Northrop’s new, dynamic and diversified _ -\___ programs for the ballistic recovery of orbiting 
corporate structure consists of three autonomous divi- od “man; flight-testing USAF-Northrop T-38, and 

sions —all located in Southern California, all managed ee Yeadying Northrop’s N-156F NATO-SEATO 
by men avidly receptive to fresh ideas. “c  counterair fighter for flight tests. 

For the next two minutes, assume that you can qualify 
to join us—that you’re a man who wants to create to- RADIOPLANE DIVISION 
morrow’s headlines. -. Creator of the world’s first drone family; has 
You'll = i tase ‘ & >», produced and delivered tens of thousands of 

ou’ll choose to join the Division offering greatest chal- £7 —. drones for all the U.S. Armed Forces. Now 
lenge for your own special talents, making your choice ae developing ultra-advanced target drone 
from the more than 30 different operational fields in ‘ewes:  SyStems for weapon evaluation, surveillance 
which we’re actively exploring the future. “drone systems, and guided missile systems. 

You'll earn top money, within a salary structure outstand- 
ing in the industry. Increases will come as soon and as . NORTRONICS DIVISION . . 
often as you earn them, based on your own individual ys Pioneers in celestial and inertial guidance. At 

achievement. Fringe benefits include a uniquely liberal \ /- Hawthorne: exploring infrared applications; 
vacation policy, among many others. (AA _ airborne digital computers ,and_interplan- 

, . . : . . i _ etary navigation. At Anaheim: developing 
You'll work with recognized leaders in their fields—highly \..° ground support, optical and electro-mechani- 
creative men —fellow engineers especially skilled in de- “a eal equipment, and data-processing devices. 
veloping the talents of younger men. In addition, they 

operate on the sound principle of delegating their author- _ WRITE TODAY for complete information on Northrop and all 
ity, assuring you credit for engineering triumphs. three of its Divisions to: Engineering & Scientific Personnel 
You'll learn while you earn, with no-cost and low-cost Placement Office, Northrop, P.O. Box 1525, Beverly Hills, 

educational opportunities at leading Southern California California. 
institutions—earn advanced degrees and keep abreast of 
latest technological advances in your chosen field. 

So, check these facts on Northrop’s three Divisions—see . cee 
which most closely fits your own interests. NORTHROP, Beverly Hills, California 
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Automotive Use of 

The Gas ‘Turbi 

by Donald H. Himmel 

Many difficult problems are encountered in adapting a gas turbine 

to road vehicles. The advantages of the gas turbine, however, have 

led to extended research and development for automotive purposes. 

HE idea of a gas turbine was to the lost-wax process of precision continuous temperature, being only 

] recognized as early as 1790, casting. about one-third that of the internal- 

but it was not until the early . . combustion engine, very expensive 

1900's that a successful gas turbine Principles of Operation materials are needed. 

was produced. The long lag be- The gas turbine can be analyzed The constant-pressure cycle of 

tween 1790 and 1905 was due to as another form of the internal- the simple gas turbine is illustrated 

a combination of two factors: the combustion engine working on in Figure 1. Air is received at the 

inability to design a high efficiency some of the same basic thermody- compressor inlet under the condi- 

compressor and the lack of mate- namic principles as the reciprocat- tions prevailing at 1. The compres- 

rials suitable for use at high tem- ing engine, but using a mechanical sor compresses the pure air adia- 

peratures. arrangement which is quite differ- batically from 1 to 2. The air is 

The first gas turbine of modern ent. The reciprocating engine uses then heated in the combustor be- 

times using continuous combustion a piston which acts alternately as tween the points 2 and 3 at con- 

and capable of running under its a compressor and as an expansion stant pressure, The combustion 

own power came in 1905. This tur- chamber converting heat into work gases expand adiabatically in the 

bine, which had a thermal effi- in the form of mechanical power. turbine from 3 to 4 and are then 

ciency of only 3 or 4%, was devel- The turbine, on the other hand, has exhausted into the atmosphere 

oped in France by Lemale and a separate rotary compressor, usu- along line 4-0. 

Armengoue. The first commercially ally driven by a turbine wheel The three basic components of 

successful gas turbine developing (equivalent to the expansion cham- the gas turbine are the combustor, 

shaft power was the Brown Boveri ber in the reciprocating engine), the compressor, and the turbine. 

industrial turbine of 1938. It had which supplies the power for both A brief description of the various 

a thermal efficiency of about 18% the compressor and the shaft. types of these components will be 

at full load, In 1950 the Rover The piston engine deals with ex- given: 

Company of England demonstrated _ pansion of high-pressure, high-tem- 1. Two types of combustors may 

a turbine-driven automobile. perature gases in relatively small be used in gas turbines. In one, the 

The two contributions which volumes, while the turbine oper- fuel is sprayed into the air as a 

gave the real advancement to gas ates on large volumes of low-pres- fine mist and burned in an atom- 

turbine development were: (1) the sure, lower-temperature gases. The ized form in the combustor. With 

theoretical work of Prandtl in Ger- reciprocating internal combustion the other type, called a vaporizer, 

many leading to the improvement engine is subjected intermittently a fuel pump discharges fuel into 

of the turbine compressor effi- to pressures of 2000 psi and tem- a hot tube through which part of 

ciency, and (2) the discovery of peratures of 4500° F, while the tur- the combustion air is flowing. The 

vitallium as a turbine blade mate- bine is subjected continuously to hot tube and the hot air flowing 

rial having adequate strength at pressures of 200 psi and tempera- through it evaporate the fuel and 

high temperature and lending itself tures of 1500° F. Because of this a rich fuel-air mixture is provided 
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A regenerator is the source of many 
problems when used on turbines 
adapted for ground vehicles. In 
order to compete with the fuel 

2 3 economy of the piston engine the 
regenerator needs to have an effi- 
ciency of about 85%. Regenerators 
of this efficiency become extremely 

Pp costly and bulky to install in auto- 
motive equipment. The Chrysler 
gas turbine installed in a Plymouth, 
however, is quite effective and 
still is installed within the hood 
limits of the present piston engine. 
This particular gas turbine aver- 

° 1 4 aged 14.9 miles per gallon on a 
coast to coast run made in 1954. 

If the compressor of the gas tur- 
bine is divided into two stages, a 

Vv low pressure stage and a high pres- 
Fig. 1. sure stage, the overall efficiency of 

the compressor can be improved by 
inserting an intercooler, Figure 3, 
between the low pressure dis- 

in the combustion zone. Here it is which is usually single stage, charge and the high-pressure inlet. 
mixed with additional air and closely resembles the centrifugal This reduces the power required 
burned to final combustion prod- compressor, but with the gas flow- to compress the air and leaves ucts, ing inward rather than outward. more of the turbine output avail- 

2. Compressors are also of two A gas turbine operating on a able for useful work. 
types. The centrifugal type, usu- simple cycle can have added to In Figure 4 a two-stage turbine 
ally having only a single stage, it a number of components, all of js shown. Here a high pressure tur- 
works on the same principle as the which contribute to increase the bine discharges into a second com- 
centrifugal water pump. The axial overall efficiency of the plant. The bustion chamber (reheater) in 
type is always multistage and is three most important of these com- which additional fuel is burned to 
used predominantly in aircraft ponents are the regenerator, the supply added energy to the low 
turbines. intercooler, and the reheater. pressure or second stage of the tur- 

3. Two types of turbines, namely, The regenerator, Figure 2, is a bine. This is a practical means of 
axial and radial, are used in gas heat exchanger in which the dis- providing peak power for short 
turbines. The axial type is predomi- charge of air from the compressor periods, using a given size of 
nantly used in aircraft where a high picks up heat from the exhaust of powerplant. Also, this means that 
power output is needed. They are, the turbine, thus reducing the the turbine can be made to develop 
like axial compressors, always mul- amount of heat required to be more power without exceeding the 
tistage. The radial type turbine, added in the combustion chamber. original maximum gas temperature. 

It should be understood that any 
combination of these components 
may be used in any one gas turbine. 

In current applications of gas 
turbines to road vehicles the most 
advanced method consists of a EXHAUST, 
single-stage centrifugal compressor 

Cc driven by a compressor turbine. A 
Cc second turbine (power turbine), in 

AIR series with the first one, but hav- INLET 
ing no mechanical connection with 

= it, develops the power that is sup- 
plied to the wheels. With this ar- 
rangement of the turbine wheels, 

OR they act as a torque converter and 
eliminate the need for an automatic 
transmission. In order to reduce 

COMPRESSOR (oo =| cost and size, the intercooler and 
LOAD reheater are usually eliminated in 

vehicle use. The regenerator, al- 
though also bulky and costly, is a 

Fig. 2. (Continued on next page) 
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 

necessity in order to compete with alloys. These alloys cost as much by precision casting and welding 

the fuel economy of the piston en- as four dollars per Ib., while the methods for approximately twenty 

gine. Because a gas turbine runs maximum allowable cost for pro- dollars. Developing materials of 

at very high speeds (as high as duction turbines should be below lower cost and devising fabricating 

50,000 RPM's) a reduction gear is one dollar per Ib. as applied to the facilities for the mass production 

needed when this powerplant. is most expensive material entering of the gas turbine engine provide 

adapted for vehicle use. The fuel their manufacture. However, con- a great challenge in the future. 

pump, generator, regencrator, and tinued research is being done to , 

clectric starter as well as the drive find low cost alloys to withstand Advantages and Disadvantages 

shaft operate off this reduction. high temperatures and stresses. It of the Gas Turbine 

appears probable that ductile and A gas turbine is important in its 

Manufacture and Costs workable, simple iron-aluminum field since it rivals the conventional 

At present, the high cost of mate- alloys with about 10% aluminum piston engines of today in its effi- 

rials ig one of the most significant can be economically produced in ciency. There are many known 

problems of the gas turbine. The sheet form for very high tempera- methods of improving the cycle 

material must carry high stresses ture, low stress parts of combustor efficiency still further. Figure 5 

continuously at high temperature cans. High nitrogen manganese shows the increase of fuel con- 

and without creep. It is not only austenitic steels appear to be cheap sumption of Chrysler's present gas 

necessary to consider the stress the and adequate for turbine blades. turbine as compared with their first 

material can handle but the length Fabrication facilities have been one. In Figure 6 the fuel consump- 

of time over which it can safely — developed which may permit high tion of the gas turbine is compared 

carry it. The combination of all volume production in the near fu- with the piston engine. It is not 

these properties results in exces- ture. Only two years ago the forg- good enough yet, but getting closer 

sively high-cost critical materials. ing of a specific hot turbine wheel to the optimum. 

The experimental gas turbines of for an automotive unit cost almost The gas turbine has a torque 

the past were made with aircraft two-hundred dollars after inspec- curve that is much better suited 

metals known as austenetic high tion and testing. Today the same for a ground vehicle. 

temperature forging and casting wheel can be produced in quantity (Continued on page 44) 
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“Tt is what men bring with them in the way of 

AG G a character and adaptability and fresh ideas that 

Organizations do ny enriches the organizational bloodstream and 

insures corporate longevity.” This is the ob- 

servation of Crawford II. Greenewalt, President 

nike men aE of the DuPont Company. 

Oo O In a lecture given in the past year at Columbia 

ni iS men who make University, Mr. Greenewalt outlined his views 

on the role of the individual in the organization. 

il rm ed “The Du Pont Company’s success over the last 

organiZa Oth 150 years,” he pointed out, “has come about in 

large part through devoted allegiance to two 
CRAWFORD H. GREENEWALT, PRESIDENT major themes cee 

E. 1, DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. (INC.) 

“Yirst, the realization that an enterprise will suc- 

ceed only to the extent that all individuals as- 

y sociated with it can be encouraged to exercise 

their highest talents in their own particular way. 

. y 7 “Second, the provision of maximum incentives 

: = : y for achievement, particularly in associating 
,. ow " the fortunes of the individual to that of the 

-— | Men arc not interchangeable parts, like pinion 
i hDhmhmhmrmrwm gears or carburetors. Individuals differ in ap- 

ci ye oe oo 7 proach and method, and, to perform to best 
A er a 4 = — # advantage, they must never be fettcred to ap- 

Y A 7 oh proaches and methods not their own.” 

y eo 2 F Vy) “Conformity” obviously takes a back scat here. 
© ie et : . 2 : As Mr. Grecnewalt comments, ‘We conform as 

L _. a — — is necessary to good manncrs, good relationships < agd “a and the highest use of individual talent. And 

. a bear in mind that these are strictures on be- 

Dl havior, not on creative thought.” 

|... a If you find this kind of atmosphere challenging 

: it will pay vou to explore career opportunities 

= _ . with Du Pont. 

CAL 
MT Pa CF Toru spar orF 

« A & BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

e id ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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UNVEIL PLANS FOR “MOON tion. Aluminum also provides a and bolt fasteners and welded 
’ I : . . . 

BUILDING’ good reflecting surface which aids structural connections. A unique 
° & « op : 4 

Plans for a permanent “moon cooling problems. Truss-Skin” design developed by 

building” to house living quarters Above and separated from the the Wonder Building firm provides 
for moon explorers, laboratories for roof of the building is a slightly completely useable interiors, with- 
scientific research, maintenance © curved umbrella-shaped protective — out internal supports of any kind. 

shops for space vehicles and sta- meteoric shield, designed to ward With space at a premium inside 

tions for earth-moon communica- off the gnatlike rain of interplane- the moon building, the trussless 
tions have been announced by the tary meteoric dust which descends Concept would eliminate space 

Wonder Building Corporation of with great velocity on the barren wasted by ordinary structural sup- 
America, Chicago. surface of the moon. The shield ports, while the pre-engineered de- 

A detailed 5 by 6 foot scale would be 460 feet long, 380 feet — sign would permit quick erection 
model of the structure—a_ cigar wide, and 83 feet high. with minimum labor and tools. 

shaped corrugated metal cylinder The entire shell of the building, Inside the moon building are: 
covered by a protective metal “me- and _ the protective barrier, would Living quarters, including rooms 
teoric shicld”-was recently un- be fabricated of pre-engineered for sleeping, cooking, eating, 
veiled to military and federal gov- metal sheets secured by simple nut and recreation. 
ernment officials at a presentation 

in Washington, D.C, 
Because of the present lack of 

knowledge and great divergence of 3 me 
opinion concerning the moon's sur- es 
face, the moon building has been er thes 3 

designed for the worst condition ce a ae 
anticipated—a_ sea of dust upon = : 
which the building would float, sens SS on Ani 
anchored by heavy weights sus- \ \ NN bee ee a7, 

pended by cables from the body of crea f : y cables C ‘ » ceric eee - ie 
the structure. If the moon's surface q w Aan RS, fll \ iy 
proves to be. sufficiently solid, it ‘ << : : \ Ze i = 

could then provide normal support : gee Re TSS 

for the building. Cae x a7 rr OM Vi ee ou oe 

In actual size, the moon building a ie - * A ‘ Sh Le ee Se 

would be 340 fect long, 160 fect I ir ia Mies? doen Se 
wide, and 65 feet high. Including ae a ee eS Sake. 

. _ een a ee . ee ok 
air lock and plastic observation a ee = is. .* m 
bubble, it would measure 520 feet 7  yrieicnemt eee = Ce at. 
in length. The building would be Oa Coe ii 
fabricated of aluminum. allovs —Photo Courtesy Wonder Building Corp. of America 

ul : h Ki ‘| ich str . “d Model of “moon building” designed and engineered as a permanent structure to 
which combine high strength ane house living quarters for moon explorers, laboratories for scientific research, mainte- 
low weight with ease of fabrica- nance shops for space vehicles and stations for earth-moon communications. 
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7 MICRO FILM THEATRE GARAGE ANDO 

TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER kA ANE GYMNASIUM STORAGE. 
I\ fy = ENTRANCE — STUDY ANO READING st \ 4 COMPARTMENT a ) \ | \\aa== — — MESS HALL | | 

. PRESSURE DOORS, SSS Le : ee > op <F ee > ae [A A 
ag ~ zi AIR LOCK QS = 7 CHAMBER S Pr pS a 

SL , ea (| Ir AS BIOLOGICAL LAS. 

\ I< BO -— A REPAIR SHOPS 
\ oO “6 IE | ICHEMURGICAL LAB 

Q os @ Le (he HEATING EQUIP. 
| VENTILATING EQUIP. 

\ J aS" 7 SHOWERS AND TOILETS 
Z so ~—S|| -< 

SLIDING METAL es PHYSIOLOGICAL LAB. 
PROTECTOR DOOR <a 
FOR OBSERVATORY == ii EMERGENCY OXYGEN 

ae 
ae LESCOPE AND TRACKING 

SE camera = 
—Photo Courtesy Wonder Building Corp. of America 

Cut-away drawing of interior of moon building shows compartments for research, space for living quarters, observatories, etc. 
Entrance is made at one end of building (right) where air lock chamber is located. Pressure doors separate main areas from each 
other, prevent loss of internal pressure throughout building in case of accidental puncture by meteor penetrating overhead protec- 
tive shield. 

Physics, chemistry and biological 32 degrees F, and at midnight, — total office environment which 
laboratories. —243 degrees F. workers may some day enjoy.” 

A control tower for communica- There are no windows in the The new demonstration facility 
tion, meteorological studies, moon. building, since ultraviolet introduces several important ad- 
earth observations, astronomi- _ yadiation normally absorbed by vances in lighting combined with 
cal observations, and_ traffic the earth’s atmosphere would be other systems of comfort control. 

control. sufficiently intense to render panes Most important of these are: 
Air conditioning, heating, power, of glass or plastic useless through Comfortable lighting levels up to 

and refrigeration plants, oxy- discoloration. Metal shutters pro- nearly 1000 footcandles, 10 to 20 
gen producing units, extreme- tect the plastic observation bubbles. times the lg illumination 

e. srature re ati _ “iy . existing in offices today; temper ature regulating de Wonder Building Corporation of 8 eee vices, water supply and sew- America, which undertook devel- A new system of ventilating the age processing plants. opment “ot the. moon buildin® an lighting system which will virtually 
e Ss \ ‘ ¥ Fe ‘ 5 ire. Machine shop and equipment — Qctober, 1957, following launch. Cut in: half its load upon the oe 

maintenance areas. ing of the first Russian sputnik, is conditioning ee a ae oS : ? aterially can reduce heating +e- . a one of the nation’s major manufac. — ™ sorry fan Reduce: eating ‘te Entrance to the moon building turers of pre-engineered metal quirements for the space; and is made thr an: airclodkes aye 3 2; . A radically different new type of is made through an air lock at one buildings, The firm’s long experi- boi Buy. = io yp 
end, adjacent to which would be ence in pre-fabrication techniques plastic louver designed by G—-E en- 
constructed a rocket landing area. led. to thely intent i designing gineers which marks a major ad- 

Ste TteCi ene a ae . vance in creating comfortable amp ne ul Pe ies of the moon building, a structure higher level Hghting: svet » hermetically-seale y : : or leve ng systems. tne hermetica. WrSkeeG: DUALIDE which would necessarily have to ener 8 & $8) provides an air pressure of at least be transported in small. sections Design of the environmental con- 
i : “ ‘ « pi? “a re sycte: aS argvely » ‘rea- 10 pounds per square inch, close to with no single piece larger than the trol system was largely the cre at 

earth’s normal atmospheric pressure load-carrying capacity of future tion of the G-E department’s r 4 ath Cd é 2 : + oT separ gt suena of 14.7 pounds, the same as pres- WnGoT wacksts Robert T. Dorsey, supervisor of 
sure used in high altitude airliners. Dr. Rinchart estimated that commercial lighting applications, * og ; 4 r. Rinehart estimated that man, TALS. Bicher office lieht; Special refrigerating and heating could establish a. building on the and Will S. Fisher, office lighting 
plants cope with the extreme tem- in a vears ‘ specialist. They worked closely with 
peratures and tremendous tempera- moon in ten years. architect Wilbur Riddle of the In- 
ture gradients which abound on the WORLD'S BEST LIGHTED OFFICE stitute design group to integrate 
moon. Day and night on the moon plans for the room with the sys- 
are about two weeks long, with In the new space General Elec- tems which would control and 
temperatures at lunar midday tric engineers have created as _ stimulate its environment. 
reaching 214 degrees F; at sunset, nearly as possible the “optimum (Continued on page 48) 
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f ge ai ee ee In chambers like this at the Willgoos Turbine 

eT eS ge = Engine Test Facility full-scale engines may be 

eee ing, Oe .s ty : : tested in environments which simulate condi- 

A ae iG : be sce tions from sea level to 100,000 feet. Mach 3 

ei See py 2 = conditions can also be simulated here. 

a " < ee : —— ae 

io. Sia ie Sr 
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The Willgoos Turbine Engine Test Facility is the world’s most Pee saul ot ee ws 

extensive privately owned turbine development laboratory. De- Hy i ; Loy ra y 0 

signed and built specifically to test full-scale experimental en- ia ” ft 4 <4 

gines and components in environments simulating conditions at a. - Pfs (= 

extreme altitudes and speeds, it is currently undergoing expan- A pl — 

sions that will greatly increase its capacity for development test- In the new Fuel Systems Laboratory engineers 

ing of the most advanced forms of air breathing systems. can minutely analyze the effects of extreme en- 
vironmental conditions on components of fuel 
systems — conditions such as those encoun- 
tered in advanced types of flight vehicles 
operating at high Mach numbers and high alti- 
tudes. Fuel for these tests can be supplied at 
any temperature from —65°F to +500°F. 
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Unmatched Engineering Facilities for Developing 
Advanced Flight Propulsion Systems 

Operations at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft are essen- 
tially those of an engineering and development = 
organization. As such, an engineering atmosphere i ees 

dominates the work being done, much of which di- a eg SS y 
rectly involves laboratory experimentation. be ie oe — 

In the past three decades, expansion at Pratt & a Dn | Sing ee 
Whitney Aircraft has been almost tenfold. In  . [en Se Se ee 
recent years, greatest emphasis has been on extend- j et oe hati? a 

ing engineering facilities to meet the needs of ad- Ce wen 
vanced research and development programs in flight ger on i 7 2 

propulsion, A ll 
Among the Connecticut P& WA facilities are a a 

many that are unequaled in the industry. Thus 9 

today, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is better prepared The © . GontsAtperaté Nucleax Bhaina'tsborst 
. ? ie Connecticul ircra. ucilear Kingine Laboratory, 

than ever vo. continue ane spaer . the a s operated by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, is situated on a 
best aircraft powerplants --- to probe the propulsion 1,200-acre tract near Middletown. The Laboratory was 
future... to build and test greatly advanced pro- specially built for the development of nuclear flight 
pulsion systems for coming generations of flight vehi- propulsion systems. 

cles — in whatever form they take. 

For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft, consult your college placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger, 

fh 7 © 7 Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut. 

ate Ney 
a oc! PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 

QW) J Division of United Aircraft Corporation 
LESS CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — E — East Hartford 

FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — United, Florida 
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4 . oe : Lubrication of enclosed parts can now be 

- foe inspected without disassembly. Standard 
|. Oil scientists have developed the instru- 

ee ‘ , ._ ment system shown here which measures 

~ ow the presence or absence of the required 

$ Be a lubricant on concealed parts by checking 

: - 3 - £7 |] the ability of the entire assembly to cut 

: >» — “a . down radiation passed through it. 
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How to “see” without looking 
At a final inspection station how would you This remarkable device is just one of hun- 

make sure that enclosed parts were properly dreds of ways in which Standard has helped 

lubricated? Until recently, if you really wanted industry solve problems connected with lubri- 

to know, you had to remove the housing, dis- _ cation. It was developed by a team of Standard 

assemble the mechanism—a costly, time- _ Oil scientists and engineers who saw the need 

consuming process—and take a look. for a new approach to an old problem. 

But now Standard Oil research has solved Such creative thinking is the product of the 

the problem with a new instrument system atmosphere in which Standard Oil scientists 

that does away with disassembly. It passes | work. They have the time, the equipment and 

radiation through the assembly and measures __ the opportunity to contribute to the progress 

the amount that gets through. Inspectors can _ of their industry and their country. That is 

tell whether or not the proper level of lubricant | why so many young scientists have chosen to 

is present without looking inside. build satisfying careers with Standard Oil. 

ea 
eo 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY 
910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS THE SIGN OF PROGRESS... 

THROUGH RESEARCH 
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about today’s opportunities at Alcoa 

1. What are the opportunities for a graduate with vanced educational training, length of military serv- 
my degree? ice and amount and type of previous work experience. 

. Future salar rogress depends entirely on indi- 
Alcoa has openings for graduates with most types of vidual merit a Pho P v 

degrees each year. Opportunities exist in engineering, , 

production, research, development and sales for Me- . . . 

chanical, Metallurgical, Electrical, Industrial, Chem- 5. Lf J. am hired, will Alcoa pay moving expenses? 
ical and Civil Engineering graduates and for Chemists Yes. Alcoa will pay transportation and moving ex- 

for research. penses for you and your family to your first and all 
subsequent assignments. 

2. Where will I be located if I am employed by 

Alcoa? 6. How does Alcoa insure personal recognition 

; Assignments for new Engineering and Production for its people? 

employees are at one of 30 Alcoa operating locations. Alcoa’s personnel policies call for regular performance 
New Sales Engineering and Sales Administration appraisals, individual opportunity for advanced man- 
employees, after their six-month training program, agement training, confidential and individual salary 
go to one of Alcoa’s 72 sales offices. Sales Develop- considerationand promotion from within thecompany. 
ment and Process Development employees work 

either at New Kensington, Pa., or Cleveland, Ohio. ~ . . 5 
Research employees are assigned to one of Alcoa’s five 7. How do I apply for a position with Alcoas 
research locations. Contact your placement officer to arrange an inter- 

view. If you would like more details immediately, 

3. Whattype of training program does Alcoa offer? write Manager, College Recruitment, 809 Alcoa 

. . : : Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa., for the newly revised 

The training program varies with the type of job. booklet, A Career For You With Alcoa. 
Some are formal programs where concentrated atten- 

tion is given groups of new men. Other training for 
individuals is more specialized. . spoon 

4. What is the starting salary at Alcoa? _ Vatcoa ©. Your Guide to the Best 
. . : fy, S845 RARER BK, in Aluminum Value 

Alcoa pay is based on initial allowance for a basic rN sacosnimon caves ov stares 

four-year degree. Additional credit is given for ad- . 
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PHOTOGRAPHY 
IN COLORS But until lately the intermittent 

ity and gas. Also in each room are 
May, 1889 nature of the wind has prevented 

electric reading lights and electric 
‘ . the use of wind mills as generators 

bells for summoning 
attendants. 

ROF. RB. W. W ood has a new for current in any type of work re- The dining car is finished 
in oak, 

method of photographing 
in quiring steady current. 

one end being divided into apart- 
natural colors. He produces 

Now, with the invention 
and ments. The platforms 

of the train 
the colors, by diffraction. 

The pro- perfection 
of accumulators 

the pos- are completely 
enclosed 

with broad 
duction of the first finished 

picture sibility of lighting 
isolated 

places plate glass vestibules 
which con- 

is a somewhat 
tedious, 

though not by: electricity. 
finished. 

‘by -wind tribute not only to the elegant ap- 

difficult, process. However, 
once power has been tried in various pearance 

of the exterior, but also 
the first picture is made, duplicates 

parts of the country and has given _ afford passengers 
a safe and com- 

can be printed from it as easily as Very encouraging 
“results. Disre-  fortable passageway 

from one car 
ordinary 

photographs 
are made. garding 

the expense 
of storage 

cells to another. 
The pictures are on glass and are we are able to store any quantity 

Special attention 
has been given 

not only colorless 
but almost in- of electrical 

energy and ‘get ahigh the matter of lighting this new 
visible when viewed in ordinary 

return, even though considerable 
train. Both electricity 

and Pintsch 
light. However, 

when placed in a time lapses between the time of — gas are available, 
the latter being 

viewing 
apparatus 

consisting 
of a storing and using. used only in case of an accident 

to 

convex lens on a light frame, they Previously 
wind mills have been the electrical 

apparatus. 
The elec- 

show the colors of nature with operated 
with iio governors. 

It has trical equipment 
is located in the 

great brilliancy. 
Prof. Wood says, heen possible to charge batteries 

front end of the express car and 
“The finished picture is simply a with these irregular running mills. consists of a Westinghouse 

six-pole, 
diffraction 

grating of variable 
spac- However 

a modern 
wind mill compound 

wound dynamo 
con- 

ing. In other words, it is a trans- equipped 
with a governor 

can _ nected directly 
to a 35 hp West- 

parent film of gelatine 
with very drive a dynamo 

almost as steadily 
inghouse 

steam engine. The aver- “ 

fine parallel and equi-distant 
lines as if the motive power were a steam age load on the dynamo 

is 150 am- 
on it, about 2,000 to the inch on engine. peres at 110 volts. Steam is sup- 
the average. 

The colors depend : plied to this unit from the train en- 
solely on the spacing between the THE NORTHWESTERN 

LIMITED gine at an average pressure of 100 
lines and are pure spectrum 

colors pounds. The front end of the car 
or mixtures of such. April, 1898 serves as the switchboard 

which 
“I feel confident that the present This handsome 

new train re- contains a portable Weston am- 
process of making these pictures cently put into daily service be- meter and voltmeter, 

field rheostat, 
can be simplified 

and believe that tween Chicago and the Twin Cities and a double-pole, 
double throw 

it will be possible 
to expose a plate contains 

all ‘the conveniences 
and switch for the main circuit. Sixty- 

in the camera under three color yyodern improvements 
that could five lights are used in each of the 

filters, on the surface of which possibly add to the safety and com- standard 
sleeping and compart- diffraction 

gratings have been im- fort of the traveling 
public. ment cars, the average load for the 

velop it at once into a colored The cars were built by the Wag- __ train being the equivalent 
of about 

photograph.” 
ner Company. 

Taken as a whole 250 sixteen candle power lamps. 
they embody in their make-up ev- 

WIND a EE eae ery modern safety appliance 
and REGULATION 

OF INTERNAL 
every device conducive 

to the COMBUSTION 
ENGINES 

October, 1897 highest degree of comfort and con- eee i July, 1897 Ever since the invention 
of ma- venience. 

. 

chinery for the production 
of elec- Suspended 

from the ceiling of Regulation 
of speed in the inter- 

tricity attempts 
have been made to each room is an ornamental 

chan- nal combustion 
engine is effected 

use wind mills for motive power. delier supplied 
with both electric- 

(Continued 
on page 43) 
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4 | i: ry . WILLIAM F. BLOOMFIELD, B.S.1.E., LEHIGH, 53, SAYS: 

: — ee 7 ” i te Join me for a day at work? 

‘ | | Z . y Bill is Plant Service Supervisor for New Jersey Bell Telephone Com- 

a — ] _ . @  ~spany at Dover. He joined the telephone company after graduation, 
 < | has held many jobs to gain valuable experience. Now he has three Sel. YJ 8 I 

i: ha 7 foremen and 32 craft people working for him. “It’s a challenging 
| @al 4. . ine,” s Bill. “S self.” ce Cs... st job and keeps me hopping,” says Bill. “See for yourself. 

— ; i. a . a bes eg 8 . wa 

y) [Ses i 4): 
md 2. “ee q APA\N > > ro) Nw y | i <4 

“8:30 a.m. With my test bureau fore- “9:10 a.m. The State Police at Andover “11:00 a.m. As soon as things are lined 
man, I plan work schedules for the com- have reported trouble with a mobile up at the office, I drive out to check on 
ing week. Maintaining equitable sched- radio telephone. I discuss it with the the mobile radio repair job. The repair- 
ules and being ready for emergencies is test deskman. Naturally, we send a re- man has found the trouble —and_ to- 
imperative for good morale and service.” pairman out pronto to take care of it.” gether we run a test on the equipment.” 

2). oe Fi * jj - er 

fo Oe me WO ee. oF OY aS i 

4 oe i NG Ae eo ss 

“1:30 p.m. After lunch, I look in on a “2:45 p.m. Next, I drive over to the “4:00 p.m. When I get back to my office, 
PBX and room-phone installation at an central office at Denville, which is cut- I find there are several phone messages 
out-of-town motel. The installation super- ting over 7000 local telephones to to answer. As soon as I get them out 
visor, foreman and I discuss plans for dial service tomorrow night. I go over of the way. [Il check over tomorrow's 
running cable in from the highway.” final arrangements with the supervisor.” work schedule —then call it a day.” 

“Well, that’s my job. You can see there’s nothing monotonous about it. 

I’m responsible for keeping 50,000 subscriber lines over a 260-square-mile BELL 

area in A-1 operating order. It’s a big responsibility—but I love it.” ee “ Y TELEPHONE 
Bill Bloomfield is moving ahead, like many young engineers in super- 

. ri et 2 yours ene ie COMPANIES 
visory positions in the Bell Telephone Companies. There may be oppor- 

tunities for you, too. Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visits your ERX 

campus and get the whole story. i ea | p 8 ys \ #3 | 

eI 
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S ae by Tom Corth, ee’60 

consist of and then register the ex- Government. In addition, the se- 
(/ hibit. This registration is primarily lected men will be working with 

to avoid duplication of displays— some of the nation’s top scientists 
a type of patenting process to in- and will be given the opportunity 
sure the students the chance to for further training to help them 
benefit from their own ideas. After along the career ladder. For com- 

. in» the exhibit is registered, it needs plete information and application 
only to be built. Equipment can be forms see Mr. J. A. Marks, Engi- 
obtained from any of the engineer- neering Placement Director, 262 

UW EXPOSITION OFFERS ENGI- oo of the = Mechanical Engineering Building. 

NEERING COMPETITION. . The Exposition Committee EXPOSITION CHAIRMEN SELECTED 
The Engineering Exposition, stresses early registration and con- General Chairman Tom Pitterle, 

which will be held on April 10, 11, struction of exhibits although ex- ME 3, expressed the purpose of the 
and 12, of 1959, offers all engineers hibits will be accepted up to coming Engineering Exposition as 

—seniors, juniors, sophomores, and March 15, 1959. The displays show- _ bringing the achievements of engi- 
freshmen—an excellent opportunity ing early progress will be used for neering to the attention of the pub- 

to participate in the University of newspaper and television publicity. lic and acquainting them with the 
Wisconsin's greatest display of en- For any further questions on ex- latest industrial trends and devel- 
gineering. The exhibits are created hibits contact Ken Lewandowski, opments. The various chairmen 
and displayed by both students and Student Exhibits Chairman, Alpine working with Tom are Ken Lewan- 
industry. The student-run part of 5_0585. dowski, EE 4, Student Exhibits; 
the exhibition is made up of exhi- Carl Christensen, EE 3, Industrial 
bits showing some feat of engineer- RESEARCH SCIENTIST Exhibits; Bill Fagerstrom, ME 2, 
ing. Cash prizes are awarded to EXAMINATION Publicity; John Nichols, Min E 3, 
various categories of student exhib- The U.S. Civil Service Commis- Program; Arlyn Albrecht, CE 4, In- 
its. The exhibit committees are sion is making an intensified nation- _cidentals; and Jerry Jennings, ME 
tentatively planning for forty in- wide search for more than 200 of 3, Finance. se “ 
dustrial displays and eighty student — the most  inquisitive-minded _ col- 
displays. lege seniors and recent graduates AIEE-IRE NEWS 

The break-down on exhibits clas- in the country. In addition to curi- The third joint meeting of the 
sifications and prizes is as follows: osity, the persons sought must have year was held on Wednesday, De- 
Individual Student—$25 first place, imagination, resourcefulness, and a cember 3, in the Plaza Room of the 
$15 second place, and $10 third high potential for research work in Memorial Union. The main topic 
place: Student Organization—$50, engineering or the physical sci- of business was the election of two 

$30, and $20; Graduate Student— ences. Eleven of the top govern- new representatives to the Polygon 

$15 and $10; Student Group—$50, ment research laboratories located Board. Elected were Dan Donahoo 
$30, and $20; and Craftsmanship— in and around Washington, D.C., for the IRE and Don Martell for 
$15 and $10. The judges for this are among the Federal agencies the AIEE. A very interesting talk 
award competition will be three seeking the new men. The men se- about satellites and their applica- 
prominent persons who are well — lected for these positions will be tion to meteorology was given by 
acquainted with the practice of paid a starting salary of $5,430 a Dr. Suomi, assisted by Professor 
engineering. year and have the opportunity to Swift. There was enough beer and 

The registration is easy. Deter- set their sights on the highest-level pizza on hand to satisfy the seventy 
mine exactly what your exhibit will research positions in the Federal | members who were present. 
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The | Engineering Exposition A DOZEN WAYS TO KILL AN movies every Thursday noon at 
Committee, headed by Don Har- ORGANIZATION 12:05 in Room 105 in the Mechani- 

in, is working ibits 2 > : ‘¢ ineeri ildi : entered be rt mIematEEe to be 1. Don’t go to any of the meet- cal Engineering Building. These 
a ne yt e/ a group. ings. movies last from 20 to 45 minutes. 

resent two separate exhibits é ee They are generally technical mov- 
are being planned. One is on stere- 2. But if you go, go late. ies, cearedl speciftally for Mechan- 
ophonic sound; the other, on satel- 3. Tf the weather doesn’t suit you, ical Engineers however, everyone 
lites. Individual exhibits are also don’t think of going. is welcome. , 
encouraged. Let’s make this Expo- 4. If you do attend, find fault The Special Pra; ‘ i sition the best one yet! with the work of the officers s he ae foie Cpromaittee 

: / atid iembers. s currently working on the possi- 
; Don't forget the paper competi- 5. Never ; os ‘ bility of field trips and buying me- tion to be held here next spring. It Di ot nh accept an office. It is chanical engineering handbooks for is definitely not foo early to. be fees easier to criticize than to the members. 

starting your paper. o things: i oj i 6. Get sore if you are not ap- The AS.M.E, Sen BENS Com- 
pointed on a committee. Should mittee is presently concerned with 

NEWS FROM TRIANGLE you be appointed, don’t attend St. Pat's Dance and Exposition pro- 
December proved to be a very any of the meetings. ean Specifically, a banquet is 

busy month for the members of 7. If asked to give your opinion ver ae for all ASME. 
Triangle, not only because of the on some matter, tell the chair- Pats De = si held ‘prior i the St. 
Christmas vacation with its rash of man you have nothing to say. aaa pre-vacation hour exams, but also After the meeting is over, tell Several ideas have been consid- 
because of some very successful everyone how it should be ered by the Exposition Exhibit rushing activities, # done. Committee and a final decision con- 

One of the most important events 8. Do nothing more than is abso- cerning the society's exhibit will be was a. Smoker held on Décember lutely necessary. When others made shortly. 

3, with Professor Paul Grogan ae er sleeved unself- A joint Student Section-Senior 
speaking on “Using the Gears Be- om io "ealong, ha ility to help Section dinner meeting was held 
tween the Ears.” This proved to be ma sabi ones ie that the or- December 11, at the Cuba Club. 
a very entertaining and enlighten- genization.ts ran bya slice, The speaker was Mr. A. Amorsi, ing subject, 9. ee wap dues as sons as technical director of Atomic Power 

ossible, or don't pa 2m @ e 2 ssociates . ; Ar die Regional Chapter Admin- pe pay them at Development Associates Inc., who 
idrotiow Poles, held dues De all. spoke on “The Enrico Fermi 
camber ‘the: Wisice Chast se 10. Make no effort to get new Atomic Energy Power Plant.” 
Triangle w. 1s warded th Ree ° members for the club. Other A.S.M.E. sponsored event: 

, sway awards > Na : ; . : a or A.S.M.E. sponsored events Scholarship Inne ne Nationa L1. Don’t be sociable either within include many AS x E. pave . arship Improvement Plaque. or outside the organizati sath technteal and enter 1. TF ; hould , a a tests, both technical and non-tech- 
=. If you should get a good idea, nical, and a speech contest held i ASCE RESEARCH FELLOW: er i e.—Take Spring. The local winner. at SHIP a ees the spring. The local winners of 

: A new Fellowship Grant in the é rr en Ware sy Oy these contests will receive cash field of civil engineering has just Bullet oreign Wars National prizes along with expense paid been announced by the American ulletin. trips to the A.S.M.E. Regional and/ 
Society of Civil Engineers. The or National contests to compete 
grant will be made annually in the A.S.M.E. further. The A.S.M.E. spring re- rade 2 ee be Applicants must The last official meeting of the gona bases at he held at pe pene oO! the Society in any first semester of the Student Sec- ail iene “ a Dakots and 
grade o membership, be citizens tion of the American Society of * interested members OES wel: 
of the United States, and have been Mechanical Engineers was held on Gonié (6: attend. Anyone interested graduated from an accredited cur- December 3, 1958. Following the in these contests should contact any riculum. The selection for the business meeting, Tom Pitterle of the officers or come to the next 
psec lie os mets general chairman of the 1959 Engi- hed oe ol ya will he 
ane an a em neering Exposition showed movies 5, Tripp Commons. i aa r 

and a description of proposed re. cnn = ae een and Bite & 8:00 P.M : "a a a s B- alk concerning the exposition 2 , ~ 
search and its objectives, including the society’s oad. eae and The Officers of the Student Sec- 
a statement from the institution at dent’s role in it. : tion are: 
which the research will be done. The Membership Committee, un- Bob: Olson; President 

Applications in specified forms der the direction of Dave Minshall, Sally Trieloff, Vice-President 
will be received to March 15, 1959. was extremely successful this fall. Fred Lowe, Recording Seerctary 
For complete information write to The results of the drive were a a Sarin, Coresponding Aecretory im bee . esas . : 29: a ss Teva . iC) annke, reasurer William H. Wisely, Executive Sec- total of 225 members, the largest Bill Fagerstrom, Polygon Representa- 
retary, American Society of Civil ever in the society. tive, and 
Engineers, 33 West 39th Street, The Movie Committee, headed Dave Perry, Polygon Representative. 
New York 18, New York. by Dave Perry, is sponsoring free (Continued on next page) 
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SH AYE Eight new senior staff members 
have been added to the faculty of 
the University of Wisconsin’s Col- 
lege of Engineering this fall to help 

o take care of the increased teaching- 
research load, it was reported to- 
day by the college’s Dean Kurt F. 
Wendt. 

The new staff members are: Dr. 
*s Miklos Hetenyi, visiting professor, 

Le RE R ra and Dr. William S. Clouser and Dr. 
Millard W. Johnson, both assistant 
professors, all in engineering me- 

AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION, HEATING chanics; Dr. Max W. Carbon, pro- 

and HEAT TRANSFER PRODUCTS fessor, and William A. Moy, assist- 

ant professor, both in mechanical 
"i engineering; Dr. Franz H. Vitovec, 

ii [S, , oie natn saturn associate professor of metallurgy; 
{ { hs Saal —_-. ee Dr. Edwin J. Crosby, assistant pro- 

ieee tee, eee fessor of chemical engineering; and 
i ’ Ve re) se = hen Chee Dr. Donald Dietmeyer, assistant 

UUs a, +. * ome a. -— gaccecen professor of electrical engineering. 

Hy a= : | : — _ on ete In addition, several instructors 

i ! ae : . meee) : — ed have been added, Dean Wendt 

*Inner-fin tube has an | hte said, 
"R" factor (internal lilt _— este Two of the new senior faculty 

coefficient) of 5.05. ee se ee members received all or part of 
This spiral waar cons : | ce : 7 eneett 7 their higher education in foreign 
bulence promoter. It | Ww on — pee countries. Dr. Hetenyi did his un- 
positively prevents os eee . oe dergraduate work in Budapest, 
channeling and has the gy _ wer Se, Hungary, and Dr. Vitovec received 

highest walue.of exert wiles ? =< both his undergraduate and gradu- 
cient of all types of oe ate training in Vienna, Austria. 

heat transfer coils. sere ae no aurea nmnnnhi Hetenyi did his graduate work 
at Illinois and Michigan universi- 

Inner fin is the patented Dunham-Bush ties, receiving his Ph.D. from Mich- 
. . igan in 1936. He was awarded the 

development which has revolutionized the Hollan Prize by the Hungarian So- 

design of heat transfer equipment. It has ciety of Engineers and Architects 

introduced a basic new concept of heat and was cited in 1953 as a distin- 
. . a . guished alumnus of the University 

transfer engineering, permitting units of of Michigan. He served as research 

smaller, lighter construction. engineer in charge of the Experi- 
mental Stress Laboratory at West- 

Engineering developments such as inner-fin inghouse Electric Corp., until 1946, 
tubing are commonplace at Dunham-Bush when he joined the Northwestern 

. . . . University faculty as professor of 

... Where progress in heating, air condi- theoretical and applied mechanics. 

tioning, refrigeration and specialized heat As visiting professor in mechan- 

transfer products is an everyday occurrence. ics at Wisconsin this year, Prof. 
Hetenyi will devote most of his 
time to work for the Army Mathe- 

LULL 3 apconniniGnine matics Center on the campus, but 
- itiitit belo AY # HEATING will also participate in the gradu- 

i | DD Te REFRIGERATION ate program in engineering me- 
© HEAT TRANSFER chanics. 

Vitovec received his first degree 
in mechanical engineering and his 

Dunham-Bush, Inc. Doctor of Technical Science de- 
WEST HARTFORD 10, e CONNECTICUT, e U.S.A. gree in physical metallurgy in Aus- 

SALES OFFICES LOCATED IN PRINCIPAL CITIES. (Continued on page 40) 
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e e 9 This could be the most valuable reading you've ever done! 

JUST PUBLISHED—YOURS FREE! An interest- Application and Sales Program — advantages to you in 
ing, comprehensive, 16-page brochure that will answer world-wide field engineering activities; rewarding 
your questions about how to use your training and opportunities in electronic sales. 

palents Ye your pest nave ntage mS i 300 Ned ate AND — important facts you want to know about indi. e story is too big, too diverse and too detailed to te! eee ae an Lat herethet’s why we ask you to let us send it to you. vidualized training, your advancement opportunities, 
| . : chances for advanced study; company policies and bene- 

Get this preview of a whole range of exceptionally fits; plant locations; living and recreational prospects. 
promising futures for the price of a postage stamp. 
Find out how a fast-growing company encourages For Your FREE Copy—Mail This Coupon! 
engineers and scientists to develop their potentialities P< ing 
to the fullest. | COLLEGE RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 1 

| RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY ! HIGHLIGHTS FROM THIS HELPFUL BOOK: i {360 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD 1 
is 

Raytheon’s Record — review of pace-setting activities in 1 . ge a 1 
electronics that widen horizons for you. I your Fummentnerean orebligation aur. Liferand I 
Research Program—suggestions for your future in either ! ! 
“pure” or applied research. i Name ; 
Development and Design Program — prospects for you in I 1 
the practical application of research to the manufac- 1 Address 1 
ture of new electronic products and components. | ee esi 1 

. it¥—______Zone__ (a Manufacturing Techniques Program —latest production | 1 
Processes outlined for you who are inclined toward I Name of College or University. | 
supervision and management positions. 1 csi i einai a lo ac el acne ae ceecraca sagill
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Andrew B. Esser, President, Western Chapter, WSPE 

Born at Marshfield, Wisconsin, ministration as a Works Project En- rank of Captain in 1946. 
on April 20, 1907, Andrew Esser at- gineer of Trempealeau County in He rejoined The Trane Company 

tended grade and high schools at 1934 and later as Director of Em- at that time and is presently a re- 
Marshfield. Entering the University ployment with the La Crosse Dis- search and test engineer in their 
of Wisconsin Engineering School, trict Office of the Works Progress new research center. 
he graduated with a Bachelor of Administration until 1937. He is married to the former Ethel 
Science degree in Electrical Engi- He then joined The Trane Com- — O’Connor of Verona, and they have 
neering in 1933. He was a member pany of La Crosse as a field and three sons and one daughter. His 
of Kappa Eta Kappa. service engineer until 1941 when primary hobby is amateur radio. 

Mr. Esser was employed by the he joined the U.S. Army Signal He is a member of the Knights of 
Wisconsin Emergency Relief Ad- Corps. He was discharged with the | Columbus. 
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> 
by Darell Meyer ee’61 

JUST THE FACTS, PLEASE —=—_—_—_—_—_—_—>]_EEEL—_ MEETING DATES 

The National Society of Profes- ENGINEERS’ CREED The meeting dates of the South- 
sion: ineers is > com- . . . vest Chapter of W.S.P.E. are as sional Engineers is to be com As a professional engineer, I dedicate west Chapter of W.S.P.E. are as 
mended for its recent action asking my professional knowledge and skill follows: 
all communications media to to the advancement and betterment of January 22, 1959 

“weigh = facts before running human welfare. February 26, 1959 
Spmegy Stontage stories. NSPE i PLEBSE March 19, 1959 

calls publicity concerning engineer April 23, 1959 } ; g engine ; April 23, 195s 
shortage a disservice to the nation To give the utinost: of Perfornance, Mav 21, 1959 
anid ‘to the protessi ett fk | to participate in none but honest enter- BNO tng eee . 
a bag 7 PEO Ned ary i gee dk prise, to live and work according to the The meeting dates of the North- 
not based on sound ana ea laws of and the highest standards of west Chapter W.S.P.E. All meet- 

_ This 1S S0 true. Reporting any professional conduct. To place service ings are on the first Wednesday of 
situation inaccurately isa disserv- before profit, the honor and standing of the month: 
ice. But it should not be inferred the profession before personal advantage, January 7, 1959 
from NSPE's perfectly proper stand and the public welfare above all other February 4, 1959 
that stories on engineering man- considerations. In humility and with March 4, 1959 
power ought not be published. — need for Divine Guidance, I make this April 8, 1959 
What NSPE is saying, in effect, is pledge. May 6, 1959 
that engineer shortage should Perera June 3, 1959 
be proclaimed unless engineer 
shortage, or prospect of it, is a fact. 

NSPE would agree, it is assumed, APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBER AND AFFILIATE MEMBER—NOVEMBER 1, 1958 
that engineer surplus ought not be _ a — 
acer avec ather S66 TE aViCrS ° a i ~ 

proclaime d ither, unless it exists. Name and Position | Address | Reg. No. | Sponsor 
To be realistic, it must be ad- | - 

mitted that stories about the engi- | NORTHWEST | 
: ae s Donald R. Franzmann, P.E. 100 N. Barstow St. 18-4605, | W. 5. Hestekin, P.B. 

neering manpower situation are Sales Representative | Eau Claire, Wis. 
bound to be published. The subject Norther States Power Co | | 
simply has come to be of interest ghailee FS Chasliany Em. | RO Ree (eA yy, | BRHS2t | Me Re Oharlson, PA 

ass medi ; - . | | 

lr ae Wi oort W Mortenson, PLE 31 Wi River Dr. | 62179 | A. R. Dent, P.t ‘The real poi samade, the ‘obert W. Mortenson, P.E. 781 Wisconsin River Dr. | B-2179 .R. Dent, P.E. 
. The real point to be made, then, Mechanical Engineer Port Edwards, Wis. 
is that those who do publish such Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Co. 
stories ought to seek their informa- Robert A. Kennedy, E.T. | 604 B. Park Ave. ET-1844 | R. L. Fitze, PAE. 

. 5 Chemical Engineer | Tomahawk, Wis. | 
tion at the best source of all the Owens Ill. Glass Co. | | 
facts on the subject: the Engineer- OUT-OF-STATE | | 

ing Manpower Commission of En- Reber es Bee ee | Doane ay REBATE | Hodis alleen Be 
gineers Joint Council. This organ- Robert H.Hattis/Engrs: Inc: | | 
ati as been gathering » SOUTHWEST ization has been gathering the SO A on Eek FU-BiaD venue | «4167 | Reinstatement 
facts on engineering manpower Electrical Engineer Monroe, Wis. 

a : so pee Wis. Highway Comm. 
since it was set up in 1950. It could 

: . MILWAUKEE 
have prevented many a poor anal- Chester P. Surprise, P.E. 7224 W. Appleton Ave. B-5580 | J. R. Meyer, P.E. 

4 : : : Field Enginee 15 Harry Gute, P.E. 
ysis leading to misleading shortage Johnson Service Co. | Milwaukee 16, Wis. “ee 
or surplus stories published in mass ‘PetdiWienbers'®  A@itinien® 
media—if only it had been their _ . a 
source. (Continued on next page) 
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THE PRESIDENT SALUTES velopment division, at Lawrence, 
ENGINEERS Campus News Mass. 

(Continued. from nage 38) Moy is a graduate of the Univer- 
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK tria. He served as special lecturer sity of Minnesota, receiving both “The observance of National En- and research associate at the Insti- his bachelor’s and master’s degrees 

gineers Week provides an oppor- tute for Research and Testing of in industrial engineering. He hag 

tunity to recognize the vital work — Materials in Vienna, and he was peen associated with the Toro 

our engineers perform in’ main- awarded a prize by the city of Manufacturing Co., Minneapolis, 
taining American superiority in Vienna as an outstanding young the Minnesota Mining and Manu- 

technology. [am heartened by the scientist in 1952. He has been on facturing Co., St. Paul, and the 
sense of urgency and public respon- the faculty of the University of Procter and Gamble Manufactur- 
sibility displayed by American Minnesota since 1955 and has con- ing Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
scientists and engineers, and by — ducted research for the U.S. Air Both Clouser and Johnson were 
their determination to be of service Force. formerly UW students, the: fornier 

to the Nation. Carbon is in charge of UW's nu- — yeceiving his Ph.D. in engineering 
The priority given by engineers clear engineering study and re- at Wisconsin last August, the latter 

and scientists to education is a search program. He received all of — yeceiving both his bachelor’s and 
strong example to us all. Their ef- his engineering degrees from Pur- master’s degrees in engineering at 
forts to alert young people to the due University. He served in U.S. yw. johiison completed his gradu- 

importance of careers in science Army Ordnance during World War ate studies at the Massachusetts In- 
and engineering help to enlarge IT, After receiving his Ph.D. in en- stitute of Technology where he re- 
the basic resources of American in- gineering from Purdue in 1949, he ceived his Ph.D. in 1957. 

tellectual talent. It is only by edu- joined the nuclear engineering staff Clouser did his undergraduate 
cation that we can guarantee the of the General Electric Co., at its work in engineering at the Univer- 

future supply of leadership in all Richland, Wash., plant. sine ot New Méxieo aad then 

field of endeavor." He served as thermodynamics worked at the Los Alamos Scien- 
Dwight D. Eisenhower specialist, pile engineer, chief of tific Laboratory for several years 

Dr. Clark A. Dunn, P.E., President the heat transfer unit, and chief of —_ pefore coming to Wisconsin. Both 
National Society of Professional the contact engineering unit dur- Clouser and Johnson are doing 

Engineers ing 1950-55. He came to the UW teaching and research in engineer- 
2029 K Street, N.W. from the Aveo Manufacturing ing mechanics. 
Washington 6, D. C. Corp., research and advanced de- : (Continued on page 42) 
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from Donald W. Douglas, Jr. 
President, Douglas Aircraft Company 

The “Space Age” isn’t going to become a fact by our senior engineering vice president. It will 

by itself. We engineers have to make it happen. map out the most important goals in aviation and 

Here’s what Douglas is doing about it: mobilize the scientific and engineering resources 

We’ve formed a top level engineering council required to achieve them. 

to bring all our knowledge and experience to If you would like to become a part of our stim- 

bear on the new problems relating to extreme ulating future, we’ll welcome hearing from you. 

high speeds and altitudes and to outer space. Write to Mr. C. C. LaVene 

This council is composed of the heads of our six Douglas Aircraft Company, Box P-600 8 'y 

major engineering divisions and is chairmanned Santa Monica, California. 
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. ss eee ee 
Highways for -— Yr 

—_— | 

(Continued from page 11) oo _ | | 

aged 2.8 per hundred million vehi- _ _ ~ | 
cle miles. Where access was uncon- oo _ | _ : 
trolled, the rate was 8.0. Similar he lhl a 

studies of urban expressways aa ae oes == 
showed them to be five times as _ oo 

safe as streets where access was not Lah al —— 8 s 8 _ 
controlled. The purpose of the s; we a 
Interstate system is to insure the : Peal aeolian 
swift and safe movement of a great cate ha oT _~,~, ag \) 
volume of vehicles. The standards ae - = ie : 
adopted for the network will pre- — : S| ce 
vent the build-up of a large number ee = > =, a 
of roadside businesses with direct i a - iY... f 
entrances to the traffic stream, if — gC frst - 

this were not done, uninterrupted a OU — Hi 

travel would be impossible, the - Cc #2...) 
: s Pee Br ee 9 

highways would become quickly Pe Se f 

obsolete, and the huge public in- oe eg ; a 
. ee 

vestment in the roads would be Ce Pe “ 
lost. SP 

The geometrical design of this Photo Courtesy Ohio Turnpike Commission 
system of highways will not be un- Each of the travel roadways of the Ohio Turnpike is 24 feet wide and consists of 
pene ¢ ’ two 12-foot lanes. The two roadways are separated by a center strip which has a 
familiar to most of us, but the minimum width of 56 feet, consisting of 40 feet of grass mall and the two 8-foot 
structural design of the roadbeds is paved inside shoulders. The center strip is depressed to a maximum of five feet to 
more complex. Both concrete and assist in drainage and snow removal and to help out-of-control vehicles on one road- 

asphalt pavements are under con- way from getting across into the opposite roadway. The paved outside shoulders are 
7 : ‘ each 10 feet wide. 

sideration, so we shall briefly exam- 

ine the characteristics of each type. inch thick concrete roadways to literature he reads, as both pave- 
In both materials modern methods carry tomorrow’s loads. ments have many advantages. 
have resulted in pavements far Present-day asphalt is likewise The Federal Government. will 
superior to the older types. very smooth, flexible, durable, and pay 90% of the cost of these super- 

Modern concrete is a smooth, offers sharp visibility of road mark- highways, and the individual states 
durable pavement which will last ings at night. It is flexible enough —_ will maintain them. The system will 
many years under heavy loads. It to virtually eliminate expansion pe completed in 15 years, but some 
has high skid resistance and good problems if properly laid. Initial — ranches are opening already. Per- 
night visibility. It is virtually unaf- cost is usually substantially lower haps you will drive on one soon. 
fected by temperature and mois- than that of concrete, even for a THE END 
ture if properly laid. turnpike-type pavement structure 

Concrete has suffered two big totalling twenty or more inches 
drawbacks in the past—uncon- — thick with subgrade development. Campus News 
trolled expansion and contraction, It is easy to use for repair and main- (Continued from page 40) 
and breaking up under heavy loads. _ tenance, and is often used for resur- . . 
Modern concrete roads are both- facing old concrete roadways. Crosby received bachelor of 
ered by neither of these. Maintenance costs are roughly Science degrees in both mathemat- 

Concrete roads are now laid in equal with those of concrete. Skid ics and chemical engineering at 
continuous slabs. After the concrete resistance is slightly better on the | Michigan State University. He 
has set, tiny expansion joints are best asphalt roads. It is smooth and came to the UW to do his gradu- 
sawed into the pavement at regular _ glares less in the daytime. ate work in chemical engineering, 
intervals. This takes care of expan- Good examples of high-types as- receiving his master’s degree in 
sion and contraction, but still elim-  phalt paving are the New Jersey 1952 and his Ph.D. in 1955, when 
inates the old “bumpity-bump” tar- Turnpike, the Maine Turnpike, the he joined the staff of the Du Pont 
filled expansion joints. Garden State Parkway (NJ.), the | Experiment Station in Delaware. 

Modern concrete roads are de- Massachusetts Turnpike, the Kan- Before joining the UW chemical 
signed to carry 1 1/2 to 2 times the — sas Turnpike, and the Sunshine engineering staff, he completed a 
present maximum load limit, and — State Parkway (Fla.), along with one-year Fulbright appointment to 
are expected to last fifty years or many others. The New York, Ohio, the Royal Technical University of 
more, even under heaviest. traffic. Pennsylanvia, and Indiana Turn- Denmark in Copenhagen. 

Nine inch pavements are being laid pikes offer excellent examples of Dietmeyer completed the re- 
in Kansas, Indiana, New York, — concrete’s worth. Which type of quirements last summer for his 
Ohio, and other states. Arkansas, pavement the layman will prefer Ph.D. in electrical engineering at 
Illinois, and Texas are laying ten is likely to be dependent on whose — Wisconsin. THE END 
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‘ quantity of the oil or vapor re- The method which has found 
The Engineer of mains in the pipes leading to the — most favor is to have the exhaust 

Yesteryear cylinder. In case the oil is cut off — valve pushed open positively, the 
. : and air is allowed to enter through — knife edge interposing behind the 

(Continued from page 32) Aa aoe . ‘ 
the same channel, this is wasted — exhaust valve when the speed in- 

in a great variety of ways. The — when an explosion is missed. This creases, holding the valve open. 
methods of governing in most com- less, however, is about made up for The exhaust is then sucked into 
mon use are the following: cutting — by the air acting as a scavenger and expelled from the cylinder un- 
out entirely charges of oil, vapor, charge to cleanse the cylinder of _ til the speed again falls below nor- 
or gas; varying the quantitv of oil, burned products so that the next — mal. There being no great suction, 
vapor, or gas; and varying the — explosion produces more work. the admission valve does not open. 
quantity of the exvlosive mixture. When the exhaust valve is oper- For ordinary work with slight 

The first method is usually car- ated on to remain closed, the knife fluctuations of speed, the method 
ried out by some hit-and-miss de- edge is used to move the valve, of governing by cutting out the ex- 
vice which, when the speed is and, being deflected to one side by __plosion entirely, either by cutting 
above normal, fails to open the gas the governor, misses the valve off the mixture or by holding the 
valve, the oil injector, the pump, or stem. In this case the work on the valves open, is good, economical, 

whatever means is employed to let knife edge is severe and it does not and can be used easily in engines 
the gas, oil, or vapor into the cylin- act with the certainty of the above of moderate speeds. However, if a 
der, or the exhaust valve is held method. The pressure remaining in more constant speed is necessary, 
open or shut. In those engines using the cylinder prevents the admis- regulation may be achieved by a 
an oil injector, the injector is op- sion valve from opening and no — method only recently used experi- 
erated by a knife edge. When the — charge is taken into the cylinder. mentally; i.e., that of varying the 
speed is unduly increased, the gov- The burned charge is compressed quantity of oil, vapor, or gas. 
ernor weights fly out and the knife and expanded until the speed falls 
edge is drawn to one side so that it and the exhaust valve again opens. PREPARATION OF METALLIC 
misses the rod of the injector. No This method is open to the objec- LITHIUM 
oil enters and only pure air is tion that a continued radiation of 
drawn into the cylinder. With this heat takes place through the walls May, 1899 
method, the work imposed upon — and the work of expansion of the To the present time, metallic 
the knife edge is small. This method residue is not equal to the work _ lithium has been obtained by elec- 
is open to the objection that with necessary to compress it, resulting trolyzing lithium chloride in the 
almost any mixing device a slight ina loss of economy. molten state. The reason for this 

metal not being obtained from 
aqueous solutions by electrolysis is 
that it reacts with water, forming 
hydrogen and lithium hydroxide. 

‘ : It is evident that if a solvent for 
' : Ss Se ae a lithium salt could be found with 
' ec. ae - 3 which lithium does not react, the 

i 2 ( ,_ a ‘ 2 metal could be deposited from the 
aS oo oS lal y ae ne poe solution by electrolysis, provided 

g Se _  Sepmeger : the solution proved to be an elec- 
ee Co 4 Cae : trolyte. 

a Se : a sy Z. ee Pyridine is a solvent of this kind. 
es | a 4 a. It will dissolve lithium chloride 

se ee es . and form a solution that conducts 
aa ey os ee : ; slectricity. The electrical conduc- My ee S electricity. The electrical conduc 

ee Gra " " F ; : tivity of such solutions is slight as 
on Lg iy i = q rk ; _ compared with that of aqueous 

e| oe anne | | ee at q oF < leeds ; A concentrated solution of aloe ee rtrd oo lithium chloride in’ pyridine is 
Se uo ae a8 A | laa. placed in a beaker containing a 
tae a 3 carbon plate as the anode and a 
a La | ae, ee \ bright metal plate as the cathode. 

mee BPE oe ug Y With a difference of potential of 
Re ‘ es . Fae ead i. Ff : 14 volts a current of 0.2 to 0.3 am- 
i e. : oe 3 : ost il “e foe peres per 100 sq. cm. of cathode 
Ces ST LS oo = y area will soon deposit a dense, well 
a eee Eg fn oe a fs adhering silver, white coating of 

: ( oe a : va a rr ee metallic lithium. The deposit thus 
ae Pe. a obtained possesses all of the well 

a oe v ee known physical and chemical prop- 
A Westinghouse engine and generator set. erties of the metal. THE END 
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_ ll Gas Turbines 
: _. WR fF he i rd. | (Continued from page 24) 

i —  h  —re™"ETNNCststwr™OwsOwrsS~s—Ss~s—S=—=—™ONCCC The turbine type engine is more 
_ ee in - a _ _ durable, chiefly because it has less 

_ hth rrlLlhLh,. than a fifth as many major moving 

—.lrmrmrmrt~t~—C—C—CNS _ parts. The coast to coast trip made 

— | 4 _ by a Plymouth equipped with a gas 
| : / oe LA turbine was marred by only two 

bs a : “ = a incidents: the failure of a reduc- 

es > ee LT 2 iS’ i... tion gear bearing due to loss of 
io — >». eee — oil caused by cracking of an oil line 

ae - VE <i — = | in the reduction gear housing, and 
SS _ rti“‘“_i™OCOCOCOCOCOCOCN the fatigue failure of a casting in 

( ENOUGH FUEL TO DRIVE AN had more trouble with newly de- 
4 f° OOMORTT ER TO TOK signed reciprocating engines on 

yf A fOMOBIL O THE MOON. their first cross-country runs. 

| © € HAMILTON STANDARD’S elie eiinciger Wenics tas 2 lLhmrmrmm the gas turbine are: 

ee 4. Its wei is twee a 

ae _ «= BOEING 707 half to Moats s that of a 
meters about 16,000 gallons of piston engine. 

, fuel in 7 hours. At 15 miles 3. It can operate on a wide range 

per gallon, an automobile would consume of fuels, 

that much in 240,000 miles. It is highly probable that within 
a few years the advantages will 

This amazing performance is accomplished by the JFC 12-11. outweigh the disadvantages. Two 

This lightweight, rugged, and highly sensitive unit contains a drawbacks, beside high cost of ma- 

computing system and a metering system to control engine terials, BEG acceleration lag and 

thrust. Such precision engineered components as pressure sens- lack of engine braking. Substantial 
7 — ene: . . progress has been made in over- 
ing bellows, multiplying linkages, servo pistons, filtering systems, coming both of these deficiencies. 

relief valves and “three D” cams must function simultaneously There is apparently no reason why 

to meter required fuel flow for top performance. The basic a solution to these problems should 

control features have been proven by over a million hours of not be satisfactorily reached. 

actual flight time. 
Conclusions 

Cie ee ; Because of the extensive research 

aes fe If you done in the last 10 years, the gas 
Te | a i c= i yes are interested in turbine has come a long way. Many 

we oy 4 designing and developing of its basic problems have been 

ma mae er such products ironed out. Its efficiency is ever in- 

koe ‘ Sead as this, creasing. In order to make a more 

ol ae | oe eontace perfect powerplant, thousands of 

ey ne ee ae Timothy K. B engineers are working full time to 

® a VE wo IMI Re EYE solve the problems that remain. 
ay % | | N Engineering It is the author’s opini hat the 

x 0 | G ie ‘ . a, Personnel tis t ne aut! hor s opinion that u he 

= Cs a ive, oF . gas turbine will replace the recip- 
\ [ a Coordinator, ae ae thin the Hex 

®) a = e for rocating engine within tne, Tex 

iv oon ten years. Many automotive engi- 
m/f fon interview. neers believe that the turbine will 

ie a with your be produced for a good many years 
a college placement officer. in limited production. It is doubt- 

ful that this type of production will 
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SNEED’S REVIEW 
4 

@ f Ci mF y Bw, a aT 4 — | i y 

A p E) Pri t 5 1 7 Xi 

nD STAN o— = aan <fem (| \ we 

— Se — —] | S/F l= (Sa TAF PRA fo, Ee ? in |= | 

7 by Earl Kelling me’59 

(ne 
\ of ASTE members, metallurgists, parts, heavy bases and frames, light 

research scientists, and others in bases and frames, highly stressed 
industry indicated a real need for parts, lightly loaded and miscel- 

a@ } such a volume. laneous parts. Each design. illus- 
ae — trates several ideas of design and 

ARC WELDING IN MACHINERY construction which have achieved 
TOOLING FOR METAL DESIGN AND MANUEACTURE lower costs and better performance. 

POWDER PARTS ia ae ana na aR Ag Weld: Ideas are illustrated with pictures 
224 pages $2.00 and drawings and explained briefly 

Pablshind py dhe duper Society The James F. Lincoln Are Weld- to oe their general applica- 

ASTE Member Price, $6.00 ing Foundation has published a oe ae signifi vehey The iesisns Non-Member Price, $7.50 new book to help designers and fot ae of, ; i eaieties bath as 
This 253 page volume is a com- manufactures of machinery of all of ae ° mac aa ene to ae 

prehensive reference work cover- types find answers to their ques- Ise fav olin nd A can ee fi 2 ~ 
ing the relatively new process of tions in using welded steel con- + ag es inchwtes. eu. 
making metal parts by compressing struction to lower costs and im- ae wining alééicical ra ne. 
metal powders into finished or — prove performance. This book of- machine tool stimpin 2 eng 
nearly finished form. Written by — fers a source of ideas for the effi- and textile Same te ° pan 
George H. DeGroat, Associate Edi- cient use of steel in machinery. It viewed are an) varane pr ° vems 
tor, American Machinist, under the provides a broad review of current bly ‘braaka fe cemasion “anelace 
supervision of the ASTE National practice in design and manufacture flexibility an ad machiner i ae 
Technical Publications Committee, as reported to the Lincoln Founda- cision Heidie. and vibratic ee the book is a practical treatment on __ tion in its continuing series of ma- TI . bo Pe as anon 
modern practice in the process chine design competitions. a book, published on a non- planning, tool design, equipment Part I of the book outlines how pape basis, should be a valuable 
and operations involved in produc- to approach the problems of i erence, file of ideas for men who ing structural parts from various welded design and provides a design machinery or who plan and 
metal powders. The book covers series of check lists and suggestions heute the production of ma- 
such subjects as: planning and with which designers and produc- calnery. 
economics for the metal powder tion men can guide their efforts to 
process, design of structural metal take full advantage of properties of MANAGEMENT FOR ENGINEERS 
powder parts, production of pow- steel and the cost reduction po- By Roger C. Heimer 
ders, preparation of powders, bri- tential of welding. These lists point Published by McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
quetting presses and practice, bri- out how the production process of 330 West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. 
quetting tools, sintering structural welding influences design decisions 453 ‘pages; $6.75 
parts, and finishing operations. and the importance of designing The engineer engulfed hour by Calling the book “a sharp new for welding. hour in problems which have 
tool for the forward-thinking tool Part Il of the book contains a Precise mathematical answers is 
engineer,” Mr. Conrad said the $o- brief review of 73 welded designs frequently not conversant with the 
ciety decided to develop all availa- of a wide variety of machines. The economic, social, psychological, and 
ble information on the process into book classifies the designs as to Political complexities of manage- 
a reference manual after a survey basic type of component: rotating (Continued on page 54) 
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iD , 1 There’s much more to it 
than just the size of the FISH 

and the size of the POND 

We've been told that an engineering graduate is frequently attracted to 

companies our size because of his understandable human desire to be “a big 
fish in a little pond”. 

While it is true that (numerically speaking) our employee team is small 

compared to some, we encounter great difficulty in trying to think of Sikorsky 

Aircraft as a “little pond”. Our contributions to the field of rotary-winged 

aircraft have not been small, nor can our ficld be considered limited or pro- 

fessionally confining. Quite the contrary. Sikorsky Aircraft is the company 

which pioneered the modern helicopter; and our field today is recognized as 

one of the broadest and most challenging in the entire aircraft industry. 

And what of the size of the “fish’’? 

Unquestionably, that is a matter involving your own indi- 

vidual potential for growth. Like any far-sighted company, 
we're always willing to talk with “young whales”! 

For factual and detailed information about 

careers with us, please write to Mr. Richard 
L. Auten, Personnel Department. 

Soucy Pieces 

eta 
aca Q ONE OF THE DIVISIONS OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

Seay |e Se 
a BRIDGEPORT-STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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Hermann von Helmholtz...on immortality 

“\..what arouses our moral feeling at the thought of a and our morality we are living on the inheritance which 

future cessation of all living creation on earth, remote as__ our forefathers gathered for us through labor, struggle, and 

this may be, is above all the question whether all life is but — sacrifice; we also know that what we acquire will in like 

an aimless sport, which will ultimately fall prey to destruc- manner ennoble the lives of our descendants. Thus the 

tion by brute force. In the light of Darwin's great thoughts individual, who works for the ideals of humanity, even 

we begin to see that not only pleasure and joy, but also if in a modest position and in a limited sphere of activity, 

pain, struggle, and death, are the powerful means by which can bear without fear the thought that the thread of his 

nature has built up her finer and more perfect forms of life. own consciousness will one day break.” 

And we men know that in our intelligence, our civic order, ~Uber die Entstehung des Planetensystems, 1871 

THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 
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. . . are used in the area. Fluorescent or Thousands of the rods could be 
Science Highlights filament lighting techniques are linked electrically within a small 

(Continued from page 27) demonstrated with wood paneling, — space to solve problems with “un- 

Special demonstration equipment draperies, painted surfaces, and a __ precedented speed. The rod ele- 

pce avaosl a . ty i. self-luminous wall. ment can be used both in word- 
was used in the room to show that a : : yen 

iu or, Wostoal : aie Visitors will be allowed to adjust — ordered and coincident current 
good office lighting does not cost; : : ame : 
Baath na Teore the battery of dimmers which con- memory circuits. In contrast with 
it pays.” Annual costs of workers, : Soe ? i . 

on ; fe esas yt trol the flexible lighting systems. present memory devices, which are 
equipment, and their productivity ; , : 

adios ie : ali * Thus the office will help accumu- costly to produce, the rod lends it- 
showed that an_ office, relighted YS wae ? . 
r vaswrarais evapeaae aoe late additional data on the lighting self to less expensive mass-produc- 
from the present average to today’s ; i 7 P wens 

: ce preferences of people for different tion techniques, both in fabrication 
minimum standard level (100 foot- : eas . 

; . 5 tevrmie . Office tasks. Studies up to now indi- _and testing. 
candles ), need only increase worker , : 3 

st eapace ae . cate that people prefer much The rod will make it possible to 
efficiency one and one-half per : ; pak : : 

Bn cocaine mo tg AE higher levels even for easy office navigate a missile or satellite with 
cent in order to pay for itself and far : 

; aad - : tasks than they now enjoy in the — smaller power sources and increase 
begin earning a profit. In actual best-lichted offices ? the useful range of these vehicles 
practice efficiency gains up to five best-lighted offices. he useful range of these vehicles. 

per cent or more are typical for 
lighting improvements of this or- 

der. Even higher gains could be ex- 6 
pected in installations which more __F/\ 
closely approach the optimum WINDINGS AA \ 

levels in this room. N \ 

Although the room provides \ 

many times the illumination found x 
in better-lighted offices today, A 
lighting engineers know that the 
human performance of office see- 5 
ing tasks is best at these levels. fA . 

The office contains two different MAGNETIC MATERIAL 

and complete lighting systems. 
Each of these alone would outstrip CONDUCTOR 
most of today’s modern offices in 
the lighting level it provides. GLASS ROD 

_ The biggest punch of light comes Construction of NCR magnetic rod. 
from recessed fixtures eight feet 
long and two feet wide, each of 

ish pols oo of a re Groups of more than 50 have al- Only 20 thousandths of a watt is 
OM : a eda 1 ana it : thet ready used the area experimentally required to store a “bit” of informa- 

Crouve lane, ve : ee 4 a half as a work space and for discussion __ tion on the rod. Five thousand rods 
Himes as hh ie Ai ver Toot “as do sessions. These groups have found could operate simultaneously on 
tines as en air hes This f that the lighting, air-conditioning, the energy needed to light a single 
; i tl Sal tg vated and acoustical controls keep the — 100-watt bulb. 
MTG MAS Ne MENS .Senersted room comfortable over extended : 
quantity of light for its area of any periods The new component will also en- 
recessed fixture yet. Because of its o— able missiles and space vehicles to 

high lumen loading, none of the TINY DEVICE HELPS COMPUTERS navigate more dependably in the 

commonly used light-controlling “THINK” FASTER extremely high temperatures en- 

materials were satisfactory. A magnetic device the size of a countered during flight. The mag- 

This made necessary the devel- pin promises to increase the “think- netic rod operates reliably at tem- 
opment of the new louver, which jing” speed of future electronic — peratures 300 degrees Fahrenheit 

is ans injection-molded, vacuum- computers 10 to 20 times and make higher than conventional compo- 

metallized “egg-crate” type. Its possible new missile and satellite nents. 
parabolically curved sides form a advances. In the laboratory the rod has 

wedge-shaped louver wall. Not The device, a glass rod with a been operated in the coincident 

available commercially at present, magnetic coating, serves as both a current mode from —100°C_ to 

the louver was developed experi- switching and information storage +200°C. In the word-ordered 

mentally by G-E_ lighting engi- element. Top speed of the device mode this temperature range can 

neers. is as yet unknown. However, re- be extended upward. The rod has 
Special emphasis was put on — search models have exhibited been switched continuously at a 5 

creating a pleasant surrounding for switching speeds as fast as 4 mil- megacycle repetition rate without 

occupants of the office. Important _ limicroseconds. adverse heating effects. The hys- 
to such an atmosphere is the light- The new component was devel- _ teresis loop on the rod’s magnetic 
ing of walls and other vertical sur- oped at The National Cash Regis- coating is extremely square, show- 
faces. Four different wall surfaces ter Company’s Electronics Division. ing ratios of better than 0.95. 
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The new component also is ex- velopment promises to provide the 
pected to find many applications in manufacturer with a reliable tech- 
the field of commercial data-proc- Henorsoeo nique for determining these ratings. 
essing systems. By handling infor- ee aeaa 
mation much faster than existing Con eae Equipment and Procedure 
switching and memory units rod Zw AP eee fe aa farentad vami networks will reduce the amount SEE TT whee Pa ale as seperated hy a of equipment needed to handle a a a A hao An fory ond any fee The laboratory 
problem. SS Rnas eee éitisisted of an insulated ‘atruoture Since the rod can serve both as a SBOE ae ‘ neciNlly . hi 5p d vit] humi lity logical switch and a storage ele- BODO EAE EBLE a mee eae contra facilities ment it permits a reduction in the ODDERGIE JE The ttlers wie placed inside this number of semiconductors required Idi se BET ents : in a computer. While some ‘eine puilding, s eee ee ied pe n ; e orm scales to determine the weight tors will still be required, all NCR's square hystersis loop for its gain caused by condensation of switching will be performed by the new computer “rod.” infiltrated moisture. An adjoining Ea nai sing emanated i ae computer can be substantially re- hibit logic, a laboratory switching es a instruments, | Net Juced and reliability j cd model of the rod handles as many the test structure was installed a Cuced and relia pl ity Hnproved. as 30 different propositions. prototype comparison heat-sink ap- 
eS compact size of he rod also paratus. This consisted of section- cuts the space required for storing alize semi-port: » refrigerati 

information, tor enna 4 val COOLING LOADS OF REFRIG- obeOe Seral-portable, aria arr ec 
memory system the size of a ciga- ERATED TRAILERS motor-driven sioaiiesd. compres rette package could store 8,000 bits A method for determining the sors with water-cooled condensers, of information. cooling load of refrigerated trailers two brine chillers, and a metered 

It is possible to wind ten bit- — is currently under study at the Na- heat comparator. positions per linear inch along the tional Bureau of Standards. The A refrigeration coil with an inte- 
rod without mutual interference. objective of this project is the de- gral Mower was placed inside the These windings of very fine wire velopment of a standard laboratory trailer at approxinatels the same 
are placed on the rod in a solenoid- _ rating method that will adequately height above the floor Aen ‘aie like manner with successive wind- | simulate the heat transfer condi- trailer refrigerating units Wh ai 
ings _ Superimposed. At present, tions under which trailers are actu- needed, an electric space heater 
packing density is 1,000 bits per ally operated on the road. was used to counteract the excess cubic inch, although this is not an Work on the project is now well cooling capacity af the refrigerat- electrical limit. Improved tech- under way. Cooling loads of typi- ing units. ° 
niques in solenoid windings will cal trailers have been compared in Thermocouples were installed i make even greater compactness the laboratory and on the road, sd endl mikide “th re eile = uy possible. methods are being devised to simu- the © valls oursh oo ne i = ue 

A single magnetic element for a late the effects of solar radiation ae ara i el rafuree coincident current memory requir- | and wind pressure, and air and Several large fan sin nilated the aig ing two inputs, an inhibit winding moisture transfer processes through around th eee wr te. i té “ai 
and a sense winding would consist an mah ae Pane ‘Svestigatell form ambient temperature and re of four separate single-layer con- Results so far indicate that any lab- wave tee pn gee " 
centric are a the rod. oratory method must include a pacity, svithine He an Sinuctures Memory matrices each consisting means for simulating the air leak- | adiuted © mats in the set 
of many solenoids can be stacked age that occurs on the road; signi- lect d a raet test “0 ditic ae and simultaneously threaded with — ficant reductions in cooling load O°F inside the bah se and ice the rod. would be realized if air leakage aad 50) sreent velntive humidity 

The rod is about 15 thousandths could be eliminated. aiitside: the ‘nailer, ove ames of an inch in diameter. It is given At present there is no standard TI s labors : > Fests of eacl a magnetic coating by an electro- method in common use to accu- . ‘len & ora ae es ‘4 ne chemical process. The length of the rately determine the cooling load ce es tee | Mo a ieee rod can be varied, depending on of a refrigerated trailer. An accu- the 00 mg hid ane ae taneous the storage capacity desired. Small rate method would enable the fn in.!weight ane to the ‘der the windings of wire around the rod trailer manufacturer to establish a ation af water didi um = ai a store the information. rating for each of his models; and —— : test bala. c u o Typical applications of the rod the purchaser, knowing this rating, agin fh ateG. AL a fincas 
now being investigated are: (1) a the product load contributed by ee pupae ie cooling coi oe 
high-speed memory with one-mic- the commodity being carried, the he tral st anc lin t Pa ectrie rosecond cycle time, (2) shift reg- length of haul, and certain environ- neater immer Seth ui ne ate: eI” 
isters and counters which work in mental conditions, could then se- cult outside the te he iad 
the range of two to five megacycles lect the most economical and effi- eae he had beach 4 t ic and (3) multi-propositional logical cient refrigerating equipment for brine by the heat absorbed inside 
applications. Using a system of in- his needs. The method under de- (Continued on page 52) 
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a DOODLE 
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| DEPT. 

| Ocean floor 
| Vought offers this range 

| to the young engineer 

} At Chance Vought the engineer’s assign- 

! ments range from the depths of the ocean to 

the farthest reaches of space... from hard- 

| ware operating aboard the Navy’s nuclear- 

armed submarines to space research vehicles 

jBurpymq wv yo doy ayy wosy woes ‘uvur yey papvoy-pleq V still on the boards. 

Here the engineer contributes to projects 

-y such as the record-smashing Crusader jet 

S M I L E ! ! fighter series...the Regulus missiles... 

and advanced weapons, details of which are 

; still classified. 

The Twenty-third Psalm of an She opened the package to dis- , , 

Engineer’s Sweetheart close samples of iron ore. Under the guidance of the Vought engi- 
Yea. he holdeth her hand, t 1 neer, such weapons take shape. He super- 

Verily I say unto you, marry not ea, he holdeth her hand, rut Only Vises critical tests, and he introduces the 
an engineer. to measure the friction thereof, weapons to the men with whom they 

. . . : And he kisseth her only to test the __ will serve. 
For an engineer is a strange being, soc mine Tee 

. > ei = viscosity of her lips. . | ae 
and is possessed of many evils. For in li i ined Engineers with many specialties share these 

or in his eyes there shineth a oyperiences : ‘ 
Yea, he speaketh eternally in par- a 4 ce neither lave  “oPemuenees: Today, for example, Vought is 

a, spe any faraway look that is neither love at work on important projects involving: 
ables which he calleth formulae. : : : 

Nor longing—rather a vain attempt 

And he wieldeth a big stick which to recall a formula. SPACECRAFT AND ASTRONAUTICS 

he calleth a slide rule. There is but one key to his heart ADVANCED PROPULSION METHODS 

And he hath only one bible, a and that is Cum Laude, ELECTRONICS DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 

handbook, And when his damsel writeth of ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE 

He thinketh only of stresses and love and signeth with crosses, Vought’s excellent R&D facilities help the 

strains and without end of ther- He taketh these symbols not for — engineer through unexplored areas. And by 
modynamics. kisses, but rather for unknown teaming up with other specialists against 

He showeth always a serious as- quantities, mutual challenges, the Vought engineer 

pect and geemnetl wet tO know Even as a boy he pulleth « girl’s learns new fields while advancing in his own. 

how to smile. hair but to test its elasticity Would you like to know what men with 

And he picketh his seat in a car But as a man he discovereth dif- your training are doing at Vought... what 

by the springs therein and not ferent devises, for he counteth — you can expect of a Vought career? 
. : o ‘ “ . . 

by the damsels. The a aoe a her heartstrings; For full information, see our representative 
; a » seeketh ever t rsue iio his HRCA DUS GIST 

Neither does he know a waterfall ind he seeketh ever to pursue during his next campus visit. 
except by. its horsepower his scientific investigations. 

/ zo , es Even his own heart fluttering he Onswrtte directly 20: 
Nor a sunset except that he must couriketly: a8 A: WisION CA Beso 

turn on the lights Of beauty and inscribeth his pas- Supervisor, Engineering Personnel 

Nor a damsel except by her live sion as a formula, Dept. CM-12 

weight And his marriage is a simultaneous ey ee _ 

Always he carrieth his books with equation ° foucur AZRORAFT 

lim, and he entertains his sweet- Involving two unknowns and yield- . . 

heart by steam tables. ing diverse results. 

Verily, though his damsel expect- Verily, I say unto you, 
cth chocolates when he calleth marry not an Engineer. ee J § 
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_ Vought: Vocabulary. 
e 7 e 

MIS SLUEC-TY: its pi - e its ploneers are young... 

its future big at Vought 

Young engineers find in missiles the fast-breaking, rifle accuracy at bomber ranges. 
pace-setting assignments they like. At Chance Vought, Behind these weapons is a rich store of thirteen 
missiles also offer the added environmental challenges years’ missile knowledge ...an unmatched history of 
of sea and space. missile hardware. Vought’s Regulus I, now on duty 

Vought’s first space research vehicles — missiles of | with both Fleets, has been operational with the Navy 
a very high order — are in preliminary design. Nuclear- since 1955. 
propelled pilotless weapons are under study. And c c a . . HANCE a - a sht’s ar: rs sharp- ° Regulus II, Vought’s nuclear-armed supersonic sharp a foucur AIRCRAFT 
shooter is aboard Fleet submarines, demonstrating its INCORPORATED baLLAS, TEXAS 

1c. *«. Ji) jaa Go 

é DSi §. a 

& i . . 

, ? 4 » — NY , 
| \ 

<< 

_ 4 Aa ge _ 
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. s . gible even under stationary condi- large increase in over-all heat gain 

Science Highlights tions in the laboratory. The weight of the trailer unless chilled air were 

(Contiuned.feam nade #9) gain rates caused by ice accumula- circulated around and under the 

Ae teailor and be the eleenae ‘ten averaged 0.32, 0.54 and 0.98 load. 

heater were measured as well as lb/hr for the three trailers during At 50 mph, impact air pressures 
the power used by the. electric the laboratory tests. By assuming — up to 1.25 in. water gage (W.G.) 
heater, By equating the ratios of that the leakage air entered the — occurred on the nose of a trailer 

the two temperature rises and the trailer walls at ambient conditions where it was not shielded by the 

two heat energy sources, the un- Of temperature and humidity and tractor, although the average pres- 
Gai cooling load af the tater left the trailer body saturated at sure over the entire front end of 

would be deremined: 0°F the air leakage rate and the the trailer was probably consider- 

For the road tests, carried out heat transferred to the cooling unit ably below this value. The static 

at 50 mph average road speed, a by the air leakage was computed pressures in the cargo space, in the 

fACKBE MAS AlPored TH Gay ALteO- for each trailer from the rate | of insulation space, and over most of 

Stee IROLNG-CHeite-driven relies weight gain. On this basis the mini- __ the exterior skin surface (excluding 

erating system and an electric gen- mum air leakage rates in the labo- the nose ) were about equal: and 

erator, also gasoline-engine-driven. ratory were 235, 395, and 715 cu ranged from 0).2 to 0.4 in. w .G. be- 

Controls and instrumentation for fy hr and the corresponding values low the pressure of the undisturbed 

measuring the: cooling lead. of the of heat transfer caused by the air atmosphere as measured ahead of 

Hailes Gee Mounted imeide the leakage were 740, 1250, and 2270 the vehicle. The leakage air prob- 

cab. The cooling load was deter- Btu/hr. ably entered the trailer body pri- 

mined by observing the rate of If the heat transmission rate per marily on the nose of the trailer 

chilled brine circulation through degree temperature difference on and left the body ile the Te 

the cooling coil, the temperature the road, exclusive of heat trans- mainder of the surface. Most of 

rise of the brine inside the trailer, ferred by air leakage, were as- the moisture in the ambient Lh; Wats) 

and the electric energy dissipated sumed to be the same as in the deposited as ice in the insulation 
inside the trailer by fans and other laboratory, the air leakage could Space. The air exchange between 

equipment. : be deduced for the road tests, This the insulation space and the out- 
procedure results in minimum air doors was probably several times 

Test Results leakage rates for the road tests of | Steater than between the cargo and 

' 970, 860, and 1590 cu ft/hr and — outdoors. 
Comparison of laboratory and corresponding heat transfer rates The results suggest that smaller 

ae Ee alert of 3070, 2730, and 5030 Btu/hr refrigerating a os used ' 

cantly greater during road opera- caused by: ait Jeakibe at the stand att cn ativer - - tl tion we i 
tion than under stationary labora- ie test scncaGOE: On hs basis, i oe “ ae a ‘ on ‘ on . 

vps : : the heat gain due to air leakage be required if air leakage were sig- 

fOr ebnditions tom the Sune ranged from 32 to 69 percent of the nificantly reduced. Moreover, if 

when empresa omy, gmt te Tse pers ate cl be hep tof 
20 to 30 percent for the three trail- centages indicate that significant Bail a edie an ] 1 voc Lom ia 

ers at ambient conditions of 100 reductions m cooling load Could’ be cowie PORNES NHOUG: PROSESS WINES 

F dry bulb temperature and 50 denied ty eliminating ait leakage — S'OW!y. 
percent relative humidity (R.H.). int trauler Bodies, 
Since these ambient conditions The effects of solar radiation on COMPRESSION BONDING FOR 

were attained during the road tests, a trailer are largely mullified by TRANSISTORS 

this comparison is based on extra- the rapid air motion over the vehi- Compression bonding of leads to 

polation of the observed data to the cle at 50 mph. In a typical test at the metallized germanium surfaces 

standard laboratory test conditions. this road speed in bright sunshine, of high frequency transistors pro- 

The extrapolated heat gain values incident solar radiation raised the vides a lead structure which can 

of the three trailers for these condi- surface temperature of the roof and withstand 100,000g in a centrifuge 

tions ranged from 9000 Btu/hr to one side of the trailer about 7.5°F and very high shocks. 

12,600 Btu/hr for a road speed of above ambient air temperature. On Compression bonding is a tech- 
50. mph. a weighted-average basis this cor- nique recently developed at Bell 

The increase in heat gain on the responds to approximately | three Laboratories for attaching leads to 

road was due principally to air degrees rise in temperature for the semiconductors. A combination of 

leakage into the trailer construction entire exterior surface. When the heat and pressure is employed to 

under the impact pressure of the trailer was sitting still, the sun — form the bond, but neither is suf- 

air against the front of the trailer. sometimes raised the roof tempera- ficient to cause damage to the semi- 

Additional small increases were ture by as much as 25 degrees. conductor. When properly formed, 

caused by solar radiation and the The underside of the trailer bonds made in this fashion can be 

movement of air, heated by the warmed up as much as 15 degrees stronger than the lead itself. 
engine, under the floor of the above ambient temperature during This bonding process is highly 

trailer. road operation, principally by satisfactory where very small leads 

The air leakage and ice accumu- waste heat from the tractor engine. (0.0004” in diameter) must be at- 

lation in the trailers were not negli- This rise would not cause a very tached to small areas (0.001 inch 
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ao” ae 4 j APPARATUS FACILITATES LENS 
a << F  r, * TESTING 

<i Wn caness set m eo” f An apparatus devised by Dr. F. ma Pe — Pparat * 
a eo ‘ sco” a E. Washer of the National Bureau 

tf | of Standards measures spherical 
ee _— | and chromatic aberrations in lenses D [2 SS ee ee : / . ‘ : } Ps AS ae wy with a high degree of accuracy. 
ae S - The equipment is proving very 

3 | . “a 3 4 useful for the rapid testing of high- 
7 = ” oe oc ae a precision lenses such as those used 
SS Ss gy wy ee i ] in airplane cameras and in tele- 

_ a Y i Ta Sy scopes. With the aid of an optical 
- ag i oe oe 7 T-bench equipped with nodal 

=  ' Si ae “eS 3 slides, a visual testing method is 
- PA Nd —« a. _ 4 made possible. Outstanding fea- 
— af en ~ 4 eee . : . | . "2 bp yy ia 7 . ; tures of the method are its simplic- 

A “4 Ss . pal ~~ ity, reliabilitv, and versatility. 
»S r A” 6 ee — wacxiiie . 
fa , 64 ~ N >. > oa | pe a By longitudinal spherical aber- 
tf . | Vie Oe ie oe | tg 7, ration is meant the variation in 

i A re : : % / \ focal length for different annular 
a oe * or oe ’ e U zones of a lens. In other words, the 

LE 3 P / ‘., > Ne 4 4, focus for each zone occurs at a dif- 
eo: os eo _ 2 = is é ferent place along the lens’ optical 
S| PX. » e 4 aE : -ections Ue — \ | ba axis. In order that corrections may 
Wok oN 8 NO “ ‘ : . ‘ 

y og Y \ Big: : fi a : be made for the resulting out-of- 
¥. 3.24 —— -. as i a focus effects, accurate data must be 

5 oe a y . c ° 
bee _ A o | Y bh LiF obtained on the focal lengths of the 

xe — j A af, x various annular zones. These data 
a. \\ — 7 j sh. are also important in lens design  « | oy J i ei P 1g 
We a yar ;s i o because they yield valuable infor- 

i ‘ ot J fl i [ mation on expected performance 
os a | ,4 vi, , . Fa and show the direction to be taken 
-* a Az , in improving the design. 

ee y ‘i. dl £ . . . 
—Phato Courtesy Bell Telephone Lobs When a light source is placed at 

Compression bonding of gold leads to a high-frequency transistor is being carried the back focus of an annular zone 
out by T. B. Light of Bell Telephone Laboratories. of a lens with a longitudinal spher- 

ical aberration, the light from that 

zone emerges from the front of the 
, . . lens at an angle to the lens axis. By 

by 0.006 inch), as in high-fre- applied to diffused-base germa- scntnttne © ng ane - : a : : : § isolating small areas along the lens 
quency transistors. The areas are nium transistors with alpha cut-off : i 8 fh ect a 

i, ; . oe x diameter, it is possible to measure 
previously treated with evaporated frequencies in the 500-1000 mc : . 9a mo 

: : - . : this angular deviation, «, for each and alloyed metallic films from range, results in a very rugged | ».’From these-measarements the 
1500 to 3000 angstroms thick. An- structure which will withstand an oa ae een “su ete . ec 
nealed gold has been found to be — 100,000g in a centrifuge, and very = ©#NSE IM tocus Trom zone to zone 
satisfactory as lead material. high shocks. (Continued on next page) 

To form the bond, the wire is 
pressed on the desired area with a 
tool shaped as a half cylinder. A 
force sufficient to produce about an 
85% deformation of the wire is em- | | 
ployed. The temperature is held | __ 
within the annealing range of the i | 6 Le en easy PE 
lead material (about 300°C for “I | [= h Ta 
gold) during the process, and the = 

bond is formed in a non-oxidizing | rs ee 
: SS h a 

atmosphere. Under these condi- | | Sy eae ic 
tions, a bond can be formed in a =—= 

second or two which is stronger | f L 
than the lead material itself. | 

This bonding technique, com- nt (f+Of) | 
bined with a suitable configuration 

which minimizes lead length, when The change in focus from zone to zone can be seen in this diagram. 
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can be readily determined by the be measured by the micrometers in diameter, with a rated life of 

approximate formula mounted on the telescope. Values 300 hours. 
Ava § B for the longitudinal spherical aber- The tremendous speed and clos- 
Af = h f ration Af can then be computed — ing rate of the newer jet aircraft 

where /.f is the variation of focus for each zone height h. By plotting necessitated the development of 
or longitudinal spherical aberra- the values of Af as abscissae this new lamp having greatly in- 

tion: ¢ is the measured angular de- against h as ordinate, the typical creased light output. Yet the in- 

viation; h is the zone height (dis- spherical aberration curve is creasingly thinner wings and _sta- 
tance from lens axis); and f is the formed. bilizers of jets required a smaller 

equivalent focal length of the lens. Information is obtained on longi- light source. Existing lamps of the 

The testing apparatus consists of | tudinal chromatic aberration by light output required would not fit 

two optical benches mounted on a first determining the longitudinal into the wing tips. 

strong metal table at right angles spherical aberration for a series of Producing as much light as two 

to each other in the form of a T. color filters. This is done by plac- ordinary 100-watt household lamp 

The cross bench carries a nodal ing each filter in the light path be- bulbs, the new lamp is approxi- 
mately two-thirds the length of a 
cigarette and about twice the di- 

e A P p 8 2 ameter. It is the most compact 

40 f=276 mm Vo ori Vo gl commercially available tungsten 
J : filament lamp of comparable watt- 

4 \ age in the world. 

\ \ a Although the light output from 
\ ' \ a most lamp bulbs decreases with 

20 \ & \ ‘S burning, the new lamp maintains 
t } \ \ practically 100 per cent light out- 

E | fp ‘ \ put until the end of life. This fea- 
~ & 4 6 ture is not now available in any 

= bof ° 4 other light source of similar watt- 
5 o fr age. THE END 
WwW 4 

x o| - 9 : 
Z & s 4 Sneed’s Review 
N / | Ze ri (Continued from page 45) 

g / 
-20 9 ° y P ment. But these subjective con- 

\ \ / / cerns greatly affect and often com- 
\ / J pletely dominate the decisions of 

/ ' business management and are 
f" \ therefore given studied attention in 

-40 PP ! \ Q this new book. The author points 
Oo” o” e ‘o out that such decisions must be 

based upon subjective as well as 
~.20 ° .20 0 10 objective factors. This book will 

€) MILLIRADIANS Af, mm acquaint the reader with the day- 
LB B by-day workings of a business firm 

both as an economic institution and 

slide with the viewing telescope, tween the light source and the as a coordinate organization made 
and a movable slide on which a illuminated reticle, and then by up of individual participants. 

pentaprism is mounted. The per- plotting the Af versus h curves Scope of the book— 
pendicular bench carries a nodal from the data derived for each Takes a practical look at the im- 

slide that supports the lens under color. The separation of these pact of costs, standards, mate- 
test, and a movable slide to which curves along the axis of abscissae rials, methods, taxes, insur- 

the reticle and light source are at- is a measure of the longitudinal ance, power, equipment, labor, 

tached. The pentaprism is used to chromatic aberration. and ethics; and shows the re- 
direct the light emerging from the lationship between them and 
lens under test to the telescope. IDENTIFICATION LIGHT FOR JET engineering considerations. 
The size of the telescope’s aperture AIRCRAFT Describes the fundamentals of 
is limited as required by dia- A tiny but powerful wing-tip business cost considerations. 
phragms with openings of from 1 identification lamp for super-sonic Shows how both cash and credit 
to 10 mm. jet aircraft, has been announced by are made to work in behalf of 

When the slide with the pen- General Electric’s Miniature Lamp the over-all business purpose. 
taprism is moved along the cross Department. Acquaints the reader with basic 

bench, each annular zone along the Designated as the aircraft wing- record keeping for corporate 
lens diameter is isolated, and the tip identification lamp #1958, it is financial transactions. 

angle « separating successive a 150-watt, 28-volt tubular quartz Contains the meat of deprecia- 
beams from the central beam, can lamp, 24% inches long and 4 inch tion accountancy. THE END 
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a a = §=6—68 0 O88 ; 

ere ess If YOU are graduating in Engineering : 
pe yoo 4 or the Sciences, you owe it to yourself : | 25 : . : 

| | ay ee to investigate the career ; OP NN ——— , i - \e ie advantages of becoming a 3 

eS i ey 
: 

p ¢ a od em : ie == MISSILES © 

: ws : Zz : : (= = ; TAG EY CONVAIR-POMONA in Southern : 
: wm : ZR 7 California is the first fully-integrated mis- : 
: = : -_ sile plant in the U.S. Here the Navy’s : 
: : “ TERRIER supersonic missile is designed and : 
> ADVANCED DEGREES > PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT built. You, asa graduate engineer or science 
. can be earned while a full- = = convairn-pomona is housed major, can build an outstanding career in : . time employee of convarr- : in the newest kind of air- electronics and missiles systems at CoNVAIR- . ° Pomona. Salariesand benefits + conditioned plant. Research Yi ill k with th d : : compare with the highest in: and Development facilities POMONA. tou will work with the most mod- : * private industry anywhere. + manned by “name” experts. ern electronic equipment known. Better : 
: eee e eee e cece ee ec een es ceteeeesserecssssceeees yet, you will work with the kind of friendly, : : coo : aay informed engineer-scientist groups that are : 
: & Hel : i pacing the advance into outer space. And : 
. 5 : | T you will live where the climate and oppor- : 
: ar | ae: ah tunities for spacious living and outdoor : 
S ‘ = : ae recreation are unsurpassed in America. : 
: PROMOTION FROM WITHIN : CALIFORNIA LIVING SEND RESUME FOR COMPLETE : 
2 assures you of continuing : close to mountains, desert, INFORMATION TO: : 
© evaluation of capabilities and: seashore. Modern homes with ENGINEERING PERSONNEL DEPT. 7-C : 
. the swiftest possible advance- + swimming pools are within . . 
> ment in this constantly + easy price range. Year-round : 
z expanding organization. + outdoor sports and recreation. : 

. POMONA, CALIFORNIA 7 > 
: A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION : 
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You re SMART! 

, 
by Sneedly bs’60 

2. In the square below there are Sneedly was very happy to re- 

9 digits so arranged that the num- ceive so many correct solutions 

ber in the second row is twice the from all parts of the state as well 

number in the first row, and the — as the campus itself. Here are the 

number in the bottom row is three answers to the thought twisters of 

OW scems to be that time of times the number in the top row. | December. 

the year again when all col- Find the three other ways of ar- The first problem could have 

legians throw awav the rules ranging the digits producing the been done a number of ways and 
g ) ging § 2 J 

and regulations of normal existence same result. does not need any detailed expla- 

to study for finals. The girls are nation. It was just a matter of 

not signing out for overnights and | manipulating the numbers to ob- 

the Engineers falling into bed at 1 | 9 9 tain the correct solution. 

2 or 3.a.m. are exhausted from their | | The answer to the second prob- 

last effort to pass; ie., the courses, | =I a lem is 26 minutes until 6 o'clock. 
l | | 

not the beer mug. 3) 8) 4 The third problem can be set up 

Some of you Engineers will also | | several ways. Thinking this prob- 

take the Envineersin-Traing 6% = + a lem through correctly and using 
g ‘a g ey | : : : 

amination and certainly many of 5 | 7 | 6 the conversion from acres to square 

you will be working on your proj- | | feet should render the answer of 

ects for the Engineering Exposi- ; - on 1 Ladd 1 prot 
‘ : tw ar, aven’t as . . re fourth and additional prob- 

tion. By the way, if you haven't as 3. Professor Lewandowski was lem is : ber theory proble 

yet planned anything, take a look : - : : em 1s) a: number theory, Provlem 
: . > eo spending an evening with his which can also be solved by a trial 
at the prizes and contrive some- re ae q 3 which can also be solved by a tla 

. friends, Mr. and Mrs. Mueller, and. Gros sthod. Rewardless: of 
thing as soon as you can. Remem- slaving cards. The professor lost and error method. hegardless 0: 

ber, April 10, 11, and 12, are the pinyin ® (Saness CE i : the method used, the answers 
a Se ni sioaks Ria anol ; the first game, which resulted in shauld be: 

dates of our exposition, so let's isiibli : ae. ea 
‘ doubling the money that both Mr. : wo: saesidis 

back it all the wavy. 1 Mueller had laid 1 2 men, 30 women, 68 children 

But wait! Snecdly also has s and Mrs. Mueller had laid on the 3 men, 25 women, 70 children 
ut wait! Sneedly also has some table. The second game was lost by § men, 20 women, 72 children 

problems for you to solve. So trim Mrs. Mueller, which doubled the 11 men, 15 women, 74 children 

your beard later, put everything — money then held by her husband 14 men, 10 women, 76 children 
else aside for a while, and see if and the professor Curiously 17 men, 5 women, 78 children 

os 4 coal Q ae ‘ one 20 men, 0 women, 80 children 
you can't win yourself 10 dollars. enough, the third game was lost by 

Remember, the earliest postmarked Mr. Mueller, and had the effect of The belated Christmas presents 

correct solution wins. doubling the money then held by — were earned by James J. Marcou 

I]. An ME had constructed a his wife and the professor. It was for the first three and John L. Riv- 

vehicle and decided to take it for then found that each person had ard for the fourth. Good work 

a trial run. Driving to a nearby exactly the same money, but the fellows! 

town he found that he averaged 10 professor had lost 5 dollars in the SNEEDLY 

mph. Coming back he was going course of play. % The Wisconsin Engineer 

downhill and averaged 15 mph. How much money did the pro- Mechanical Engineering Bldg. 

What was his average speed? fessor have in the beginning? Madison, Wisconsin 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No. 25 in a Kodak Series 

Shippingport, Pa. power plant “yy Jf | — _ ce q 

designed by Westinghouse , Vif _ _ _ a 

Electric Co. under contract with yA iy —__ / _ 5 % 

the A.E.C. for operation by (fe _ _. y ye 

Duquesne Light Company. yr 1 _ rs 

[Sint ee ~ 

Oe | * 

Wh t t into h 
m Combustion Engineering designed and built this “couldn‘t- 

ee ee 5 sé : a 5 . YAO 4 ‘ as be-done” reactor vessel for America’s first full-seale 
i 93° Se @ nuclear power station. And photography shared the job of 
(33 @ kx) testing metals, revealing stresses and proving soundness. 
K® 9020 28 G by 

© 6. < S Comes unusual—even unique— _ tography saved time in the drafting 
ia problems faced Combustion — rooms. It revealed where stresses 

Photograph showing patterns of Engineering in creating this nuclear and strains would be concentrated. 
stress concentration. It was taken reactor vessel. Nine feet in diameter — It checked the molecular structure 
of a plustic model ot : eke | with walls 8% in. thick, it is 235 tons of the steel, showed its chemical vessel loaded to simulate the stra : 5 : : 
eel Shee ere wadereo: of steel that had to be flawless, make-up. And with gamma rays it 

seamed with welds that had to be probed for flaws in the metal, imper- 
oe perfect. And the inner, ultrasmooth __fections in the welds. 

e ae surface was machined to dimension Any business, large or small, can 
= ‘i ow with tolerances that vie with those use photography in many ways to 

7 - in moder aircraft engines. save time and money. It can go to 

ene Mg _ As inall its construction, Combus- work in every department —design, 
* Mt - ata . tion Engineering made use of — research, production, personnel, AA is" ; 
we fa Se i. photography all along the way. Pho- sales, and accounting. 

7 tle cece eee e eee eee e eee eeseeeeeteteteeeeeeeeseeaenees 
“ corer FH are al . CAREERS WITH KODAK . i Rat logtaphs ata nie ¢ With photography and photographic processes becoming increasingly : ; 
volt hetaton Exec b i fl moro $ important in the business and industry of tomorrow, there are new . L 
vo “ ie every ; i 1 he qi be - and challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, engineer- : L Spe ca sted sen as jess. 0 be : ing, electronics, design and production. ge 4A 
Proved sound’ and Hawiless. 3 If you are looking for such an interesting opportunity, write f oC 

: for information about careers with Kodak. Address: Business AQ 
+ and Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, Ade [_ ._S 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. cL
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General Electric interviews 7z eee wey 

—s oe — s 

Dr. Richard Folsom, President of +a ee 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, wn | 
| 7 — . 3 | 

to explore... oe 

Teaching— he 

A Career Opportunity Patt D 
For the Engineer | 

Leading educators, statesmen and in- one of the most important assignments educator is desirable; however, with a 

dustrialists throughout the country are in our country today. senior engineering educator, industrial 

greatly concerned with the current @Q, Aside from salary, what rewards can experience is a “must”. An ideal en- 

shortage of high-caliber graduates who  q career in education offer as opposed gineering educator should have had 

are seriously considering a career in the to careers in government or industry? enough industrial experience so that he 

field of science or engineering educa- A. The principal rewards might be free- understands the problems and responsi- 

tion. Consequently, General Electric has dom to pursue your own ideas within bilities in carrying a project from its 

taken this opportunity to explore, with ine general framework of the school, in formative stages to successful comple- 

one of America’s eminent educators, the — teachin h A + tion, including not only the technical 
ae g, research and consulting activ- hs 

opportunities and rewards teaching of- ities. As colleges and universities are aspects, but the economic and personal 

fers the scientific or engineering student. normally organized, a man has three relationships also. 

Q. Is there in fact a current and con- months in the summer time to engage Q. What do you consider to be the op- 

tinuing need for educators in technical in activities of his own choice. In addi- timum method by which an educator can 

colleges and universities? tion, the educator is in direct contact obtain industrial experience? 
A. Colleges and universities providing with students and he has the satisfac- A. There are many methods. After 

scientific and engineering educational tion of seeing these students develop completion of graduate school, perhaps 

opportunities are hard pressed at the under his direction... to see them take the most beneficial is a limited but in- 
present moment to obtain the services important positions in local and na- tensive work period in industry. Con- 
of a sufficient number of well-qualified tional affairs. sulting during an academic year or 
teachers to adequately carry out their @Q. What preparation should an en- Summer is a helpful activity and is 

programs. Projected statistical studies gineering student undertake for a teach- desirable for older members of the 
show that this critical need could ex- ing career? staff. Younger educators usually need 

tend over the next 15 or 20 years. A. In college, the engineering student experience in “living with the job” 
Q. Why is this need not being met? should obtain a basic understanding of rather than providing consultant's ad- 
A. There are probably three main rea- science, engineering science, humanities vice to the responsible individual. 

sons. These might be classed under con- and social sciences with some applica- Q. Based on your experience, what per- 
ditions of financial return, prestige as- tions in one or more professional en- sonal characteristics are possessed by 

sociated with the position, and lack gineering areas. He should have fre- successful professors? 
of knowledge and understanding on the quent career discussions with faculty A. Primarily, successful professors have 

part of the college student of the ad- members and his dean. During graduate an excellent and growing knowledge of 
vantages and rewards teaching as a work, a desirable activity, the student their subjects, are interested in people, 
career can afford. should have an opportunity to do some and transmit enthusiasm. They have an 

Q. What steps have been taken to make teaching. ability to explain and impart informa- 

education a more attractive field to en- Q. Must an engineering student obtain tion with ease. They generate ideas and 
gineering students? advanced degrees before he can teach? catty them out because they are de- 
A. Steps are being taken in all areas, A. It is not absolutely necessary. On the voted to developing their fields of 
For example, we have seen a great deal other hand, without advanced degrees, knowledge. They desire personal free- 
in the newspapers relating educators’ advancement in the academic world som/and action, 
salaries to the importance of the job would be extremely difficult. For further information on challenging 
they are doing. Indications are that @Q, How valuable do you feel industrial eon ale in ane field of 
these efforts are beginning to bear fruit. experience is to an engineering or scien- : M . gineering © ducation, write 

Greater professional stature is being tific ed 2 camohiaia i Leighton Collins, Secretary, tific educator? . 
achieved as the general public under- 4 Jnqustrial experi f : American SOciely for Engineering Educa- 
stands ‘that ‘the ‘youth of our nation: is : ‘perience for a science tion, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 

the most valuable natural resource that 25:10 
we possess ... and that those associated 
with the education of this youth have E N E R A L 7 L E C T R | C
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